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ABSTRACT

An experimental technique for conducting fluidized 
bed differential thermal analysis (DTA) was tested and 
shown to be suitable for quantitative determination of 
the kinetic parameters of certain chemical reactions of 
solids. Essential features of the fluidized bed DTA appa
ratus include a fluidized bed heat bath, fluidized DTA 
cells and a standard DTA unit for temperature programming 
and measurement. A number of DTA curves for the dehydra
tion of calcium oxalate monohydrate were obtained with 
the equipment. In these experiments nitrogen was used to 
fluidize mixtures of the reactant oxalate and inert alu
minum oxide. Individual DTA runs were made with initial 
oxalate concentrations from $.00 to 15*00  weight per cent 
and heating rates from ^.6? to 11.85 °C/min.

A method, suitable for computer application, was 
developed whereby the activation energy, frequency factor 
and reaction order can all be determined from a single DTA 
curve. Theoretical basis for the method, which assumes 
uniform temperature and gas-solid temperature equilibrium 
in the fluidized DTA cells, is more fundamental than other 
widely accepted theories of DTA for solid reactions. Sig
nificant differences between kinetic parameters determined 
by fluid bed DTA and data obtained by other investigators 



with more conventional methods were observed. The fluid 
bed DTA equations were integrated numerically to generate 
theoretical DTA curves. These theoretical curves agreed 
well with the corresponding experimental curves, thus veri
fying important aspects of the theoretical approach 
employed in this study. Applicability of the fluidized 
bed DTA method to reactions more complex than the simple 
sort of decomposition typified by the oxalate dehydration 
is also briefly discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is an experi
mental technique for observing the physical or chemical 
transitions that a substance undergoes on heating or 
cooling. Specific designs of DTA equipment vary widely 
depending on the particular application, but general 
features of the method are briefly summarized as follows; 
The reactive material to be studied is placed in a sam
ple cell, and an inert material is placed in a reference 
cell. The inert material is chosen so that its heat 
capacity and thermal conductivity approximate those of 
the reactive material. Both cells are immersed in a heat 
bath. Heat is then supplied to the bath so that the 
temperature in the reference cell, TD, increases linearly 
with time. In the absence of reaction the sample temper
ature, Tg, will also increase linearly with time and 
equal T^, When reaction commences in the sample cell, 
the heat liberated or absorbed causes the sample temper
ature to differ from the reference temperature. This 
difference, A T = Tg - T^, is recorded by means of a 
differential thermocouple. The actual reference temper
ature, Tr, is simultaneously recorded. The result of the 
DTA experiment is then a graph of AT vs, time, t, as 
shown in Figure 1,1,
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Figure 1.1, DTA Curve for a Simple Reaction
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Applications of DTA are so numerous that a recent 
survey of the literature by Smothers and Chiang (1?) 
produced a bibliography of over four thousand publica
tions. DTA is extensively used for qualitative and 
quantitative characterization of various materials such 
as minerals, coals, catalysts, oils, and polymers. 
Specific problems to v/hich DTA has been applied include 
the determination of fusion temperatures, heat capaci
ties, thermal conductivities, and heats of reaction. 
Examples of DTA applications at temperatures as high as 
3000°C and pressures to 12,000 psia might be cited from 
the literature to further illustrate the versatility of 
the method.

Most recently several methods have been suggested 
for using DTA to determine quantitatively the kinetic 
parameters for certain types of reactions (5, 6, 12, 21). 
The most fundamental approach is that of Borchardt and 
Daniels (6), These investigators applied DTA to study 
simple homogenous liquid-phase reactions and were thus 
able to employ an all-liquid system with stirred heat 
bath and stirred sample and reference cells. With such 
a system the temperatures of reference, sample, and heat 
bath are almost uniform. This permits the system to be 
described in terms of very elementary heat balances. 
For the case of a single irreversible reaction, of order 



n with respect to only one component, Borchardt and 
Daniels developed a straightforward procedure whereby 
the activation energy, frequency factor and order of 
the reaction are all computed from a single DTA curve.

Primarily because of its fundamental nature, the 
theory of Borchardt and Daniels is readily adaptable to 
a variety of reaction systems, and later investigators 
have proposed various modifications and extensions of 
this theory. Blumberg (5) modified the Borchardt and 
Daniels method to study the kinetics of a heterogenous 
system, vitreous silica and hydrofluoric acid. Reed 
et al. (16) developed additional aspects of the Borchardt 
and. Daniels theory and also carried out an experimental 
study which verified the essential features predicted 
by this theory. More recently Yamamoto (22) has inves
tigated the applicability of the Borchardt and Daniels 
method to more complex systems of simultaneous, concur
rent, and consecutive reactions.

DTA has also been used to study simple solid decom
positions of the type

A(solid)--- ^■'B(solid) + C(gas)

For such reactions there is no fundamental theory of DTA 
which parallels that of Borchardt and Daniels for liquid 



systems. In DTA investigations involving solid materials 
it is usual to employ packed sample and reference cells 
so that a temperature gradient develops between the cell 
walls and the center where the temperatures are measured. 
To avoid the mathematical difficulties inherent in accur
ately accounting for these complex temperature gradients, 
Kissinger (12) argued that the maximum reaction rate must 
occur at the peak of the DTA curve. Under this condition, 
a simple procedure was proposed whereby data from several 
DTA curves obtained at different heating rates are used 
to compute the activation energy for the reaction.

Kissinger’s approach is attractive because of its 
simplicity, but the theoretical basis for the method is 
very fragile, Reed et al, (16) have shown that Kissinger’s 
assumption that the maximum reaction rate coincides with 
the peak of the DTA curve is incorrect. Furthermore, it 
was demonstrated very clearly that the method can result 
in large errors in computed kinetic parameters, even 
though the reaction rate may occur very close to the peak 
of the DTA curve.

Other investigators, for lack of a more fundamental 
approach than Kissinger’s method, have completely neglected 
the complex temperature gradients which develop in stagnant 
sample and reference material, Wendlandt (21), for example, 
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has applied the Borchardt and Daniels method to DTA 
curves obtained v/ith packed sample and reference. Hovz- 
ever, such a simplification is not justified. With the 
usual sample size and heating rates employed in conven
tional DTA, gross temperature differences of 20°C or 
more can develop in the DTA cells (18),

Thus, while there are many interesting problems in the 
kinetics of noncatalytic heterogeneous reactions wherein 
quantitative DTA would prove to be an extremely useful 
experimental tool, the need still exists for a correct and 
practical theory of DTA for such reaction systems. The results 
of many experimental studies(1,10,1^) show that, even under 
very severe 'conditions of heating or cooling, a gas-fluidized 
bed of solid particles can be characterized by essentially 
uniform temperatures throughout. In a further study Eichhorn 
and White (?) employed dielectric heating to generate heat 
continuously in a system of gas-fluidized plastic particles. 
Their experiments show that, for solid particles less than 
250 micron in size, the temperature of solid and fluidizing 
gas are essentially identical throughout the entire bed. Uni
formity of temperature and gas-solid temperature equilibrium 
are properties of the fluidized state which can be used to 
good advantage in DTA studies involving solid materials. 
When the stagnant sample and reference materials employed 
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in conventional DTA are replaced by fluidized beds, it is 
possible to extend the fundamental analysis of Borchardt 
and Daniels to reactions of solids. Basden (2,3) also rec
ognized the benefits of a fluidized system in DTA and 
attempted to qualitatively characterize various types of 
coals by a fluid bed DTA method. However, Basden*s  appa
ratus was not suitable for quantitative analysis, and no 
conclusive results were ever reported.

The object of this work is to investigate the feasi
bility of using fluid bed DTA to study quantitatively 
certain reactions of solids. A fluid bed system suitable 
for quantitative DTA is used to obtain a number of DTA 
thermograms for a simple solid decomposition reaction. 
Kinetic parameters for the reaction are computed from the 
experimental curves by means of a theory which assumes 
temperature uniformity and gas-solid temperature equili
brium in the fluidized DTA cells. Important features pre
dicted by this theory are verified by detailed examination 
of the experimental DTA curves. Since accurate mathematical 
description of the fluid bed DTA system is relatively 
straightforward, it will be evident that the theory and 
methods of analysis developed for a simple decomposition 
are readily extended to more complex reactions such as that 
between a gas and a solid.



CHAPTER II
THEORY AND BASIC EQUATIONS

FOR FLUID BED DTA

Theoretical considerations and basic equations
for obtaining kinetic data by a fluidized bed DTA tech
nique will be developed in this chapter. This develop
ment will be carried out specifically for the case of a 
simple irreversible reaction of the form

A(solid)------»-B(solid) + C(gas)

However, extension of the theoretical results obtained 
here to more complex reaction systems does not appear 
too difficult and is briefly discussed in Chapter V.

The experimental scheme referred to in the develop
ment which follows consists of two identical fluidized 
bed DTA cells which replace the sample holders used in 
conventional DTA, The reference cell, R, contains only 
an inert fluidizing solid. The sample cell, S, contains 
the inert material plus a small amount of the reacting 
substance to be studied such that the total heat capaci
ties of the material in the sample and reference cells 
are approximately equal. Both cells are immersed in a 
heat bath at a uniform temperature, Tg. The solids in 
the cells are fluidized by an inert gas which enters each 
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cell with flow rate nig and temperature Tq. Heat is 
supplied to the bath so that Tg, Tq, Ts, and Tr, all 
increase with time. During the course of the experiment, 
the actual temperature in the reference cell and the tem
perature difference,AT = Tg - Tr, due to reaction in the 
sample cell are simultaneously recorded.

When a solid reaction, v/hich consumes or evolves 
gaseous components, takes place in a fluid bed the solids 
concentration will be uniform due to solids mixing. The 
concentrations of the va.rious gaseous components may vary 
in a complicated manner with position in the bed, depend
ing on gas flow rate, bed height, bed diameter, and other 
fluidization parameters. However, for the case of a 
simple irreversible decomposition, the gas phase concen
trations will not influence the reaction rate. Thus, if 
the temperature is uniform throughout the bed, the reac
tion rate will also be uniform. With the additional 
assumption of temperature equilibrium between solid par
ticles and fluidizing gas, theoretical description of 
the DTA curve then becomes relatively straightforward.

Under the conditions noted above, a heat balance on 
the material in the reference cell gives

[(l-e)^Cp ^e,9cP^l,Vs 45- =
5 D ctt-

cpg (- 7s) - (Ts - t-b) + f (-AHy)
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where
C = fraction of voids in fluidized cell
Cp = heat capacity per unit volume of solid

material in the cell, cal/cm^ °c 

ef3" heat capacity per unit volume of fluid
izing gas in the cell, cal/cm^ °C

= volume of fluidized bed in the sample 
cell, cm^

k^c,= heat transfer coefficient for the sam
ple cell, cal/min °C

2\ |J = heat of reaction, cal/mole
Y' = —dN/dt = rate of disappearance of reac

tant, moles/min

The term in brackets to the left of Equation (2) can
be written in the form

For values of bed voidage normally encountered in dense
phase fluidization, will have a value near 0.5«
at ordinary pressures so that

Also,

(1)

and the heat capacity of the gas in the fluidized bed can
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be neglected. Equation (1) can then be written simply as

A similar heat balance on the reference cell, where no 
reaction occurs, results in

(MtP)R AlR.^w^<!n(To-TR)-KR(TR-TB\ (3) 
d£t

The heat transfer coefficients, Kg and Kr, will 
depend primarily on the area of the cell walls, the 
film coefficients at the inner and outer surfaces of the 
walls, and possibly the material of construction and 
thickness of the cell walls. If the cells are immersed 
in a uniform bath, then for identical fluidization condi
tions within each cell, one would expect that Kg = Kr = K. 
Moreover, the inert material can be chosen so that its 
heat capacity is nearly equal to that of the reacting 
substance and solid products of the reaction. Then, if 
relatively small amounts of reactant are used, the total 
heat capacities of the material in each cell will be ap
proximately equal, i.e. (MCp)p<^(MCp)g = MCp. With these 
simplifications Equation (3) can be subtracted from 
Equation (2) to give
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where ZsT = Tg — Tr, the temperature difference due to 
reaction in the sample cell. Equation (^) is then the 
differential equation proposed to describe the observed 
DTA curves.

From an experimental viewpoint, exact matching of 
the DTA cells may not always be necessary to obtain use
ful thermograms. For example, if the total heat capaci
ties within each cell are not exactly equal, Equation (^) 
will become

v~
(M dp)s ^AL.' -h dp^) AT1

where again AT*  = Tg  TR, but now includes the temper
ature difference due to reaction plus that due to thermal 
imbalance between the cells. Assuming a linear tempera
ture rise in the reference cell, no reaction in the 
sample cell, and the initial conditions that AT*  = 0 at 
t = 0, Equation (5) has the solution

where
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Thus, AT' will reach a constant value given by

a tc - / atr\ (6>  
[k + Cpg] /

Letting AT = AT’ — ATq and substituting Equation (6) 
into Equation (5) yields again Equation (^). Hence, in 
lieu of exact matching of the cells, ATq can be taken 
as the baseline as shown in Figure 2.1.

In any case, Equation (M-) will be the basic rela
tionship used to analyze the DTA curve. The parameter K 
can be eliminated by further manipulation of Equation (^), 
which if K, zX Hr, Cp, Cpg are all constant, can be 
written as

where t = 0 is the time at which the first observable 
temperature deflection occurs. Performing the integra
tion and noting that = 0, one obtains

(R+-
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Figure 2.1. DTA Curve When Cells are not Matched
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where Aq, is the total area under the DTA curve. Sub
stitution of Equation (7) into (4) results in

--L = 6 a! AT , AT (8)At
where

’a = Mtp

The parameter S must be determined from the DTA 
curve as well as the kinetic parameters involved in the 
rate expression. When substantially all of the reactant 
is consumed, dN/dt 0 and Equation (8) can be integrated 
between some point on the •cooling*  portion of the curve 
and t = to yield

(I - AT <9)
At/

where T and A^. are any temperature deflection and 
cumulative peak area sufficiently beyond the high tem
perature inflection point so that dN/dt 0. Equation (8) 
predicts that a plot of various values of (1—
against Zs»T taken from the cooling portion of the curve 
should have a linear portion the slope of which determines 
8. ■

Up to this point nothing has been said of the
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particular form of the rate expression, r, or kinetic 
parameters involved. Unfortunately, no single, compre
hensive theory describes the behavior of solid decompo
sitions of the type solid-- >-solid + gas. Theoretical
and experimental results of numerous studies of solid 
decomposition mechanisms are summarized by Garner (9)« 
The main theories are founded on the notion that solid 
decomposition begins at positions of strain on the sur
face. These nuclei or active sites grow in number and 
size in a manner dependent on the microscopic structure 
of the solid. The manner of nucleation then leads to 
any one of numerous specific rate laws. As an example, 
in one study (23) no less than four distinct rate expres
sions were required to precisely describe experimental 
results obtained for the pyrolisis of magnesium oxalate 
over the entire range of temperatures and conversions 
examined.

Wen (19) points out that, regardless of the detailed 
mechanism, the kinetics of many heterogenous solid reac
tions can be adequately described by simple n th order 
rate laws. For a simple decomposition reaction such as 
that considered here an appropriate rate law is

- (10)
NoVcL-b) kl3rp)
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where n is an empirical reaction order and k is assumed
to have the usual Arrhenius temperature dependence:

- E

/k - z- HT" (id

where E and Z are the activation energy and frequency 
factor, respectively. In view of the exploratory nature 
of this work, it will now be assumed that an n th order 
rate law such as Equation (10) is sufficient to describe 
the decomposition kinetics.

The problem of determining the parameters E, Z, and n 
can then be formulated in general terms without, at this 
point, going into the details of the numerical procedure. 
The reaction rate at any time can be computed using in
formation easily obtained from the DTA curve by means of 
Equation (8). Moreover, Equation (8) can be integrated 
between the limits t = 0 and any time, t, during the ex
periment. The result is

Thus, the normalized concentration, N/No, while not con
veniently measured during the experiment, can also be in
ferred from the DTA curve. The actual temperature in the 
sample cell is computed from the recorded temperature 
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deflection and reference cell temperature. Thus, reaction 
rates at various times during the DTA experiment can be 
be tabulated together with the corresponding sample temp
eratures and reactant concentrations. A suitable parameter 
estimation method will then determine E, Z, and n.

In summary, Equations (8), (9), and (12) are the basic 
relationships whereby the kinetic parameters can be com
puted from a single DTA curve. These relationships were 
all obtained from Equation (^4-) which, in turn, depends on 
the validity of the simple heat balances, Equations (2) and 
(3). Obviously, the preceding analysis constitutes the 
simplest approach that still maintains the essential features 
of the the problem. The limitations and and difficulties 
in application of these results will be reviewed after some 
experimentation involving a simple reaction system.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

The experimental work summarized in this thesis 
was conducted with two primary objectives:

1. To explore the experimental difficulties 
which might arise in application of the 
proposed fluidized bed DTA technique.

2. To obtain sufficient data to test the 
validity of the theory given in Chapter II 
and allow comparison of the kinetic 
results with those obtained by other methods.

The reaction selected for quantitative study was 
the thermal decomposition of calcium oxalate monohydrate. 
Decomposition of the hydrate becomes appreciable above 
100°C and occurs according to the equation

CaCgO^’ H20 (solid) ----- »► CaC20^(solid) + H20(gas)

This particular reaction was chosen over others mainly 
because it occurs at low enough temperature so that the 
difficulties in constructing and operating higher tem
perature equipment could,be avoided. Moreover, the 
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kinetics of the reaction have been determined by Freeman 
and Carroll (8), who used a thermogravimetric analysis 
technique, and also by V/endlandt (21), who used a conven
tional DTA method. Hence, the results obtained with the 
fluidized bed technique could be directly compared with 
results obtained by more conventional methods.

Thermograms could be easily generated by numerical 
solution*  of the basic heat balance, Equation (4), Pre
liminary computations of this type were carried out using 
the kinetic parameters reported by Freeman and Carroll 
and estimates of the heat of reaction and the cell heat 
transfer coefficient. The results of these computations 
predicted that, with reasonable initial reactant concen
trations, heating rates of 2 to 10°C/min would produce 
fluidized bed DTA peaks suitable for quantitative study. 
Moreover, theory predicted that these peaks would occur 
within the temperature range of 100 to 200°C, This infor

mation was then used to design the experimental apparatus 
described in the following section.

*See Appendix D for details of the numerical method.
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A. Description of Experimental Equipment

For purposes of discussion the experimental equip
ment can be divided into three sections:

1, Two 0.80 inch I.D. nitrogen fluidized beds 
which served as the DTA cells,

2, A 7-inch diameter air fluidized bed which 
served as the heat bath for the DTA cells.

3, An R. L. Stone Model 202 Differential Thermal 
Analysis System to perform temperature pro
gramming and recording functions.

DTA Cells and Heat Bath

The construction of the fluid bed DTA cells is 
illustrated in Figure.3«1» Each of the cells was 
fabricated from nominal 3/LV inch type 30^ srainless 
steel pipe fitted with a porous stainless steel bed 
support. After the bed supports were welded in place, 
the entire assembly was machined to remove excess metal 
and reduce the wall thickness of the cells to 0.05 
inches. Actual and differential temperatures were 
measured with 32 gauge chromel-alumel thermocouples. 
These thermocouples were of the stainless steel sheathed 
type with an outer diameter of 0,063 inches. Each of
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Figure 3.1. Fluidised Bed DTA Cell Assembly
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the cells was fitted with two such thermocouples, verti
cally inserted into the cells, so that the bare measuring 
junctions were immersed directly in the fluid bed portion 
of the cells as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3*2  shows the air fluidized heat bath and phy
sical arrangement of the DTA cells in the bath, together 
with some pertinent dimensions. The heat bath consisted 
of an insulated vessel with an inside diameter of 7 inches 
and a height of 15 inches. The conical inlet section was 
filled with 1/32 inch diameter steel shot to promote good 
air distribution. Heat was supplied to.the bath by means 
of two symmetrically positioned, U-shaped tubular heating 
elements. The two elements together had a maximum power 
rating of 1,5 KV/ at 120 VAC. Before entering the cells, 
the nitrogen to each cell was heated to the bath tempera
ture by flowing through a five-foot length of 1/8 inch 
diameter, standard weight stainless steel tubing shaped 
into a 2.5 inch diameter coil. Two of these coils, one 
for each cell, were symmetrically located in the heat bath 
as shown in Figure 3.2. The DTA cells, heating elements, 
and nitrogen heating coils were mounted on the heat bath 
cover so that the entire assembly could be easily inserted 
into and removed from the bath.

Figure 3*3  is a schematic flow and equipment diagram.
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Figure 3o2, DTA Cells and Heating Bath
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Nitrogen was delivered from a compressed gas cylinder 
equipped with a two-stage regulator adjusted so that 

delivery pressure into the system was 125 psig. After 
leaving the cylinder the nitrogen passed through a 1.5 
inch diameter, 1 foot high bed of 1-16 mesh, grade 05 
silica gel dessicant. The nitrogen was then split into 
two streams metered with two Fisher and Porter flow me
ters calibrated for a maximum flow of 1^00 cc/min 
nitrogen at 75°F and 1^.7 psia. The nitrogen then 

flowed through the heating coils immersed in the bath 
and into the DTA cells. After passing through the cells 
nitrogen was simply vented to the room.

Local compressed air, available at 100 psig, was 
used to fluidize the heat bath. The air was metered with 
a Fishei*  and Porter flowmeter with a maximum flow rating 
of 6.00 cu ft/min of air at 70°F and 1^.7 psia. The air 

entered the bath at room temperature, passed through a 
dust filter, and was then vented to the room.

Model 202 DTA System

The Model 202 Differential Thermal Analysis System 
is a standard item manufactured by Tracor, Inc. (Austin, 
Texas). However, the unit used in this study included 
several modifications which should be noted, since later 
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references to this equipment may apply only to the mod
ified version of the standard apparatus. All modifica
tions were made "by the manufacturer on request.

The standard Model 202 comes equipped with an X-Y 
recorder so that the differential temperature can be 
recorded directly against either sample temperature or 
reference temperature. This procedure is common practice 
in conventional, qualitative DTA, although it can lead to 
serious errors in interpretation of the DTA peaks if small 
irregularities in the heating rate occur, A much sounder 
procedure is to record the differential temperature di
rectly against time, while independently recording the 
reference temperature. For this reason, and simply 
because the DTA curves are then more conveniently analyzed 
in terms of the theory given in Chapter II, the X-Y recorder 
was replaced with a 10 millivolt strip-chart recorder. The 
unit was then equipped with a temperature readout module 
to visually indicate the reference cell temperature and 
simultaneously activate an event marker which would record 
the reference temperature on the same chart as the differ
ential temperature.

At comparable heating rates, the heat load required 
for the fluid bed DTA experiment is greater than required for
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conventional DTA. Therefore, the Model 202 used in this 
study was equipped with an auxilliary silicon controlled 
rectifier power unit which increased the maximum programmed 
power output to 2KW.

The modifications noted above were the only changes 
required to adapt the Model 202 to the fluid bed DTA exper
iment, The unit can now be described in more detail. 
Major components of the system and their functions are:

1, A DC amplifer and strip chart recorder to record 
the differential temperature.

2, A temperature readout unit to record the actual 
reference c.ell temperature.

3» A temperature programming circuit to control the 
power input to the heaters immersed in the bath 
so that the reference cell temperature increases 
at a constant rate.

The simplified block diagram shown in Figure illustrates 
how the individual components of the Model 202 DTA System 
enter into the overall experimental scheme.

The differential temperature signal is obtained-from 
two opposed thermocouples, one located in each cell. This 
signal is then transmitted to a DC amplifier with a maximum 
gain of 10 millivolt output for a 5 microvolt input. The



Figure 3,^. Instrumentation and Control System
vo
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amplified differential signal is then recorded by the 
10 millivolt strip-chart recorder.

One of the two thermocouples located in the reference 
cell provides the reference temperature signal which is 
transmitted to the temperature readout module and recorded. 
This same thermocouple also serves as the sensing element 
for the temperature programming circuit. The programming 
circuit is basically an anologue circuit which simulates 
a physical system in which the temperature increases 
linearly with time. The input to the programming circuit 
is the desired heating rate. The selected heating rate 
then determines the rate at which a motor-driven potenti
ometer linearly increases a reference voltage. For a given 
heating rate, this reference voltage is equivalent to the 
desired reference cell temperature at any time. This 
temperature equivalent voltage is then transmitted to an 
emf generator capable of reproducing the non-linear tem- 
perature-emf relationship of a standard chromel-alumel 
thermocouple. The output of the emf generator is then 
compared with the actual emf of the reference couple im
mersed in the reference cell. Whenever the emf of the 
reference couple falls belovz the generated emf, the 
resulting positive error signal is amplified and transmitted 
to the SCR power control. The SCR unit then supplies power 
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to the heaters immersed in the bath in proportion to the 
magnitude of the error signal. Power is supplied until 
the actual reference cell temperature approaches the 
required reference temperature and the error signal to the 
SCR unit diminishes. The control system, operating contin
uously in this manner, then provides a linear temperature 
rise in the reference cell.

The Model 202 DTA System also comes equipped with 
sample holder, furnace, and furnace platform for conduc
ting standard DTA analyses. These components are used to 
analyze stagnant samples in the conventional manner and. 
need not be described here.

B. Calibration of Equipment
Reference Thermocouole--As pointed out previously, the refer
ence couple was used to measure the actual temperature in the 
reference cell and also as a sensing device for the temper
ature programming circuit0 One of nine previously prepared 
chromel-alumel thermocouples was selected and its emf, with 
respect to a reference at 0 °C, was determined at each of four 
standard calibration temperatures. Emf’s were measured with a 
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model X-2, NSL Digital Voltmeter, read to the nearest 
0,01 millivolt. The temperature-emf relationship of this 
couple, shown in Figure B,1 in Appendix B, deviates by 
less than 1°C from that of the standard" chromel-alumel 
thermocouple over the temperature range 0-32?°C. During 
these tests, the calibration of the Model 202 temperature 
readout module was also checked by directly inputting the 
emf of the reference couple at each of the test tempera
tures, Again, within 1°C, no correction to the manufac
turer’s calibration was required.

Differential Thermocouples--Since the maximum expected 
differential temperatures were only about 3 or ^°C, it 
was considered essential that the differential couples 
be well matched in the sense that, when both are at the 
same temperature, the emf output of the differential 
circuit be negligibly small. To find a suitable pair 
of thermocouples, each of the remaining eight couples, 
in turn, was connected in a differential circuit with 
the reference couple. The test and reference couple 
were then allowed to come to equilibrium with boiling 
water. At equilibrium, the differential emf of the cir
cuit was measured using the DC amplifier and recorder

*Temperature-Millivolt Reference Tables for Thermocou
ples, Honeywell Bulletin 16735526-001 
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supplied with the Model 202 DTA System. This procedure 
was then repeated with each of the thermocouples at the 
boiling point of analine. These measurements, shown in 
Table B.l in Appendix B, indicated that the thermocouples 
labeled *2 ’ and '4' when used in the differential temper
ature measuring circuit, would give a matching error of 
less than 1 microvolt. These two thermocouples were 
used throughout, and the matching error given above, 
equivalent to less than 0,025°C, is a reasonable estimate of 
greatest error expected in measuring the differential 
temperature.

Flowmeters—Calibration curves for the nitrogen flow 
meters are shown in Figure B-2 in the Appendix. Calibra
tion was performed by water displacement after the meters 
were installed in the system. The actual air flow to the 
heat bath did not have to be accurately known, and thus the 
manufacturer's calibration was used without correction.

C. Materials

Chromatographic grade aluminum oxide, purchased from 
J. T. Baker Chemical Company, served as the inert solid 
fluidized in the DTA cells. Nitrogen to fluidize the 
DTA cells was purchased from Union Carbide, Linde Division. 
This grade of nitrogen was oil free and had a maximum speci
fied moisture content of less than 25.5 parts per million.
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Reagent grade calcium oxalate monohydrate was ob
tained from the Matheson Chemical Company. This material 
was available only in a finely powdered form which could 
not be fluidized with the alumina without excessive loss 
from the cell. After some experimentation, a procedure 
was found which would produce large conglomerated oxalate 
crystals suitable for fluidization. Approximately 19 
grams of the purchased oxalate was dissolved in 1.0 N 
boiling HCL to produce a saturated solution. This satu
rated solution was then allowed to cool slowly to room 
temperature. The oxalate crystals which formed over a 
period of several days were then collected, washed several 
times with water, and then air dried for 2^4- hours at room 
temperature,

Standard DTA analyses were made to compare the pur
chased powder and crystallized form of the oxalate. 
These thermograms, shown in Figures 3«5 and 3.6 were ob
tained with the aluminum dish sample holders supplied with 
the DTA unit. The first peak at 185°C is due to the endo
thermic dehydration reaction. The second peak near ^50°C 
corresponds to the net exothermic reaction

CaC2O2+(s) +-~02-- ^CaC03(s) + C02(g)



Figure 3,5* Standard DtA Thermogram for Calcium Oxalate Powder
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Figure 3.6, Standard DTA Thermogram for Calcium Oxalate Crystals
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As is readily apparent, there is little difference in the 
DTA patterns obtained from the two forms of the oxalate.

During the course of the experimental work, three 
batches of oxalate crystals were prepared in the manner 
previously described. As a further check on the purity 
of this material, weight loss determinations were made on 
the first and last batch. Weighed samples from these 
batches were first maintained at 200°C for one hour, and 
the weight loss due to removal of water was determined. 
The dehydrated samples were then maintained at 500°G for 

one hour and the weight loss due to the oxalate decompo
sition was determined. For the two batches, the weight 
loss due to dehydration was 12.12 and 13.05 per cent; 
whereas, the theoretical weight loss is 12.33 per cent. 
For the high temperature oxalate decomposition, weight 
losses were found to be 32.2^4- and 32.12 per cent, which 
compares favorably with the theoretical weight loss of 
31.50 per cent.

D. Preliminary Experiments and Final Operating Conditions

Before any quantitative results could be obtained
some preliminary work was required to insure proper per
formance of the equipment and arrive at a suitable set of 
operating conditions. Reasonable values had to be selected 
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for such variables as nitrogen flow rate to the DTA cells, 
air flow rate to the heat bath, and weight of solids used 
in the DTA cells. All of these variables directly affect 
fluidization performance and a reasonable amount of care 
was necessary in fixing them.

Leva (1^) discusses the numerous factors which affect 
fluidization performance. Good heat transfer and temper
ature uniformity are generally attributed to the excellent 
solids circulation which can be attained at proper fluid
ization conditions. Based on Leva’s detailed discussion, 
some qualitative guidelines for achieving good fluidization 
performance can be listed;

1. The gas flow rate should be at least 2 to 3 
times the minimum fluidization velocity.

2, The solid should possess a wide range of 
particle sizes.

3« The expanded bed height should be less than 
twice the bed diameter.

Fluidization characteristics of the aluminum oxide 
were studied in a 0.80 inch diameter Plexiglass bed sim
ilar in construction to the DTA cells, so that fluidization 
could be visually observed. The purchased alumina had a 
very narrow particle size distribution with about 60 per cent 
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of the material in the range 53 to 7^ microns and 10 
per cent less than 37 microns. At flow rates high enough 
to give adequate solids circulation, the fine material 
was continuously lost from the bed. Therefore the frac
tion less than 37 microns was removed completely. With 
this modification, the alumina could be fluidized at gas 
rates as high as 1200 cc/min for 30 minutes with less 
than 1 per cent loss of material.

Following the suggestions of Leva, some experimen
tation with particle size distribution was done. The 
particle size distribution of the alumina was made more 
uniform by reducing the large fraction in the range 53-7^- 
microns. At the same nitrogen flow rate this adjusted 
material gave noticeably more uniform fluidization with 
less slugging and more vigorous solids circulation than 
the unmodified alumina. Thus, enough material to last 
throughout the tests was prepared with the following par- 
ricle size distribution

Particle Size
(microns)

Weight 
per cent

37-53 23.1
53-7^ 30.7
7^-105 23.1
105-125 15.^
125-1^9 7.7
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The average particle size-*"  of this material is 69 microns 

while the minimum fluidization gas rate is approximately 
250 cc/min.

The total weight of material used in the DTA cells 
also affects fluidization performance, since this weight 
will directly determine the expanded bed height. Using 
the plexiglass bed with a nitrogen flow of 950 cc/min, a 
series of experiments was conducted in which alumina was 
slowly added to the cells in increments of 1.0 gram and 
the affect on fluidization noted. Up to a total weight 
of 4 to 5 grams, which corresponds to an expanded bed 
height of about 1 inch, fluidization remained fairly uni
form. With 6 or more grams of material, slugging tended 
to become excessive, and particle circulation in the 
bottom of the bed was noticeably restricted.

Initially, a fine silica sand was fluidized in the 
bath. Test runs made with this material, with no reac
tant in the sample cell, resulted in an erratic, contin
uously shifting baseline which would clearly be unaccept
able for quantitative DTA. As shown in Chapter II, a

1. Calculated using the method recommended by Leva, p,61
2. Calculated from the correlation given by Leva, p.6^- 



baseline at tT=O is not necessary; however, it is essen
tial that the baseline offset reach a constant value to 
avoid errors in interpretation of the DTA patterns. This 
difficulty was finally traced to the poor fluidization 
characteristics’ of the silica sand. The sand was replaced 
with a silica-alumina catalyst*  having the following par
ticle size distribution:

* Obtained from Shell Chemical Company, Deer Park, Texas

Particle Size
(microns)

Weight 
per cent

37 4.62
37-44 1.95
44-63 42.04
63-74 . 37.08
74-88 3.15
88-125 11.16

This catalyst was especially designed for use in fluid 
bed cracking units, and its use in the heat bath resulted 
in a dramatic improvement in the baseline as illustrated 
in Figure 3.7. The solid line in the figure is an actual 
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baseline obtained with the catalyst at a heating rate of 
approximately 12°C per minute, air flow of 3«3 cu ft/min, 
and approximately grams of alumina in each cell. The 
dashed line, shown for comparison, roughly indicates the 
type of baseline obtained previously with the silica 
sand at similar conditions. With the catalyst in the heat 
bath, the lowest air rate which would yield a steady base
line was about 3,0 cu ft/min. The lowest feasible air 
rate is, of course, desirable to reduce solids loss from 
the bath during a run and to minimize the load on the 
heaters immersed in the bath.

As illustrated in Figure 3«7, once the thermal inertia 
of the system was overcome, the temperature programming cir
cuit functioned satisfactorly. With an air flovz of 3.3 
cu ft/min, the maximum attainable heating rate was about 
12°C per minute with less than 2 per cent deviation from 
linearity up to a temperature of 220°C, At lower heating 

rates temperature control was even more precise.

These preliminary experiments served to determine the 
capabilities of the equipment and led to a feasible set of 
operating conditions. Unless otherwise noted, all of the 
results presented in the next chapter were taken at the 
fixed conditions described here. Nitrogen flow to the DTA
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cells was 950 cc/min, or 3,8 times the minimum fluidi
zation velocity. The thermocouples were positioned so 
that the measuring junctions would be located in the 
central portion of the bed, 1/2 inch above the bed sup
port. Air flow to the heat bath was 3*3  cu ft/min, 
which corresponds to 5*5  times the minimum fluidization 
velocity.



CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table ^.1 summarizes the experimental conditions 
at which thermograms for the oxalate dehydration were 
obtained. With the exception of Run 9» all runs were 
made with a total mass of ^.000 gm in each cell and ox
alate particle size between 4^ and 88 micron. For Run 
9 the total mass in each cell was 5*000  gm, and reactant 
particle size was 125-250 micron. Runs 1 through 5 were 
made with varying amounts of initial reactant at approx
imately the same heating rate. Runs 6, 7, and 8 were 
made with the same initial reactant concentration but 
different heating rates. Run 9 was made to test particle 
size and diffusion effects.

A, Qualitative Comments

Figures 4,1 and 4,2 show two actual thermograms ob
tained with the fluid bed DTA technique. The small, 
short-term oscillations superimposed on the DTA patterns 
are due to slight non-uniformities caused by gas bubbling 
which cannot be entirely eliminated in fluidization. 
Further experimentation with particle size distribution 
and other fluidization parameters aimed at improving 
fluidization efficiency might serve to reduce these osc
illations. For the numerical computations, the original



Table 4.1. Fluid Bed DTA Experiments with 
Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate

Run Heating Initial Reactantno. Rate
(°C/min.) Concentration 

(wt. per cent )
1 11.85 5.00
2 12.00 7.50
3 11.50 10.00
4 11.70 12.50
5 11.85 15.00

6 4.67 10.00
7 9.07 10.00
8 11.85 10.00

9 • 7.50 10.00
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Figure 4..1 Experimental Fluid Bed DTA Thermogram - Run 3
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Figure ^.2. Experinental Fluid Bed DTA Thermogram - Run 8
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thermograrris were simply smoothed as illustrated in 
Figures ^-.1 and ^-.2.

The1 two curves shown were obtained from Runs 3 and 
8, and thus roughly indicate the sort of reproducibility 
resulting in BTA patterns generated at similar condi
tions of heating rate and initial reactant concentration. 
Differences in the general shape of the two curves can 
be attributed to the slightly different heating rate for 
the two runs. More precise reproducibility in the actual 
DTA curves is difficult to demonstrate, since heating 
rates could not be duplicated within limits better than 
those indicated in Table 4.1. Exact reproducibility in 
the DTA patterns is"not essential. It is more desirable 
to have an adequate theory which accounts for the effect 
of experimental variables such as heating rate, and thus 
be able to demonstrate reproducibility in the final 
kinetic constants.

B. Numerical Analysis of DTA Curves

A brief description of the methods used to process 
experimental DTA curves is given in this section. The 
actual computations were programmed in Fortran IV for a 
digital computer. A listing of the computer program, 
together with some example output is given in Appendix C.
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The differential temperature and corresponding 
sample temperature at various times during the DTA 
experiment constitute the basic information required 
to analyze the DTA curves according to the theory devel
oped in Chapter II, Peak heights were measured to the 
nearest 0,01 inch directly from the thermograms at 2°C 
intervals in reference temperature, Tr. Over the tem
perature range 100-200°C, the emf-temperature relation
ship of the chromel-alumel thermocouple is sufficiently 
linear so that an average emf of ^0 micro-volts/°C can 
be assumed with less that 3 per cent error. Measured 
peak heights were then converted to differential temper
ature using this conversion factor together with the 
known recording sensitivity:

AT = peak height sensitivity
(inches) (microvolts/inch)

40 microvolts/°C

Sample temperatures were computed as the sum of the 
recorded reference temperature, the differential reaction 
temperature, AT, and the constant baseline offset, ATq:

- Ts = Tr + AT + ATC

Corresponding values of A^. were determined by numer
ical integration of the peak using Simpson's Rule. The 
required derivatives, d Zs.T/dt, were computed using the 
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five point differentiation formulas recommended by 
Walas.

The proposed theory assumes that all heat capaci
ties are constant over the temperature range of interest.
In practice, all heat capacities v/ere evaluatedat a 
mean temperature of 1^01 * * oC. In the temperature interval 
100-200°C the heat capacity of aluminum oxide deviates 
by less than 10 per cent from its value at 1^0°Cj while 

the same deviation for nitrogen is less than 1 per cent.

(1) S. M. Walas, "Reaction Kinetics for Chemical Engineer’s"
p. 301, McGraw-Hill,Book Company, Inc., New York, 1959*

(2) J. H. Perry, "Chemical Engineers Handbook", ^th. ed.,
pp. 3-116, 3-119» McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1963*

The actual calculation procedure begins with the 
determination of the unknown parameter Pairs of points, 
AT and A^., are selected from the cooling portion of the 
curve, beyond the high temperature inflection point, £ is 

then estimated from a least squares approximation to 
Equation (9):

(9)

The reaction rate and normalized reactant concentra
tion at various points on the DTA curve are then computed 
from Equations (8) and (12):
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-J— (^bl\ - C f (St At\ . AT
No\ &-bj ) ‘ A-p (8)

(12)

These values are tabulated together with the correspond
ing sample cell temperature, Tg. At this point, a non
linear parameter estimation technique developed by 
Marquardt (15) is used to determine the constants E, Z, 
and n in the assumed rate equation

Marquardt’s method is an iterative procedure which, 
starting with some initial estimate of the unknown con
stants, produces successively better approximations to 
the unknown parameters. Iteration stops vzhen the current 
values of the parameters result in deviations between 
calculated and observed reaction rates which satisfy the 
minimum sum of squares criterion. Additional details of 
the method and its application to the particular problem 
of interest here are given in Appendix C.

To obtain some idea of the precision of the compu
tations, the entire procedure was first applied to 
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several theoretical DTA curves generated numerically with 
known input parameters. Differential temperatures were 
taken directly from plots of these theoretical thermograms. 
The resulting calculated values of £ , logjg Z, and n were 
always within 10 per cent of the input values; whereas, 
the activation energy, E, could always be computed to 
within 5 per cent of the input value. Differences between 
the calculated and input values merely reflect the effect 
of small errors in measuring peak heights and the limited 
precision of the methods used to numerically integrate 
and differentiate the DTA peaks. Since these computations 
simulate ideal experiments, with a minimum of experimental 
error, it should be quite clear that greater precision 
than indicated above cannot be expected in any results 
derived from actual experimental DTA curves.

C. Calculated Results

The method of analysis described in the previous 
section was first applied to the thermograms obtained 
from Runs 1 through 5« These thermograms are plotted 
in Figure ^.3 against reference cell temperature, cor
rected for the constant baseline offset. Clearly, even 
a relatively small increase in initial reactant results 
in a pronounced increase in the magnitude of the peak 
maximum, as well as a shift of the peak maximum to a
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higher reference temperature. Regardless of the dif
ferences in shape and location of the peaks shown in 
Figure if the same rate equation applies in all 
instances, a correct theory and numerical analysis must 
produce very nearly the same kinetic constants from all 
of the data.

Before presenting the final kinetic parameters com
puted for Runs 1 through 5» further aspects of the pro
posed theory and numerical analysis will be illustrated 
with some typical intermediate results. Figure ^.4- shows 
the plot of (1-A^/Arp) against AT taken from the cooling 
portion of the thermogram obtained in Run 3» As predicted 
by Equation (9), the plot is linear with intercept through 
the origin. A value of $ = -O.O55°C**^  was calculated 

from the specific data shown in Figure

Provided that AHr, K, and mgCpg do not vary, Equa
tion (7) predicts a linear relationship between AT and No 
for a series of thermograms obtained with increasing ini
tial reactant concentration. Figure U.S shows such a 
plot of total peak area against initial moles of reactant 
for Runs 1 to 5» The linear relation predicted by Equa
tion (?) is in fact observed.

Since no obvious discrepancy between theory and 
experiment has yet been uncovered, it seems appropriate to



Figure Determination of $ from Coolin,
Portion of DTA Curve -Run 3

AT - Differential Temperature (°C) .
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proceed to the determa nation of the kinetic parameters. 
Practical considerations limit the portion of any DTA curve 
which can yield useful data for the kinetic calculations. 
All of the experimental thermograms exhibited the instabil
ity near 100 °C illustrated, by the curves shown in Figures 

^.1 and U.2*  Presumably this initial disturbance was due to 
desorption of surface water from the oxalate. Because of 
the uncerainty in measuring the differential temperature in 
this region, the initial portion of the DTA curves was not 
used to determine the kinetic constants. On the other hand, 
according to Equation(12), the oxalate dehydration is essen
tially complete immediately after the maximum in the DTA. 
curve. Attempts to apply Equation (12) much beyond the max
imum temperature deflection can result in small, negative 
values for the reactant concentration due to small errors in 
evaluating the individual terms of the equation. Points used 
to calculate the kinetic constants were therefore confined 
to regions of the curves immediately after the initial dis
turbance to just beyond the peak maximum. Thus, each curve 
yielded from 20 to 30 points, spaced at 2 °C intervals in TR.

The results of some intermediate reaction rate calcu
lations for Run 3 are shown in Table 4.2. The range of 
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normalized concentration and reaction rate illustrated in 
the table is representative of the results obtained for 
Runs 1 to 5» Marquardt’s method applied to the data from 
Run 3 gave final values of E = 22,6 kcal/mole, Z = 1,58X10^^ 

min-^, and n = 0.486. It should be noted that only alter

nate points actually used in the determination of these con
stants are shown in the table. This editing was done merely 
for convenience of presentation and does not alter the con
clusions to be made. Corresponding rates predicted with 
the derived constants are also shown in Table 4.2. The 
last column in the table lists the percentage deviation 
between observed and predicted rates at each temperature and 
concentration. Over most of the course of dehydration, the 
observed rates are within 10 per cent of the rates predicted 
by the derived rate equation. However, the initial portion 
of the reaction is poorly represented by the assumed n th 
order rate law. Essentially the same precision of fit was 
obtained for all the data in this set of runs. In view of 
the empirical nature of such a simple rate law and the wide 
range of conversion to which it has been applied, the 
absence of a more precise fit to the data should not be too 
surprising.

Table 4.3 summarizes the final results of interest 
calculated for Runs 1 through 5- The values of AHr shown 
in the table were calculated from the definition



.Table h-,2. Reaction Rate Data-Run 3

Ts 
t(°K)

. N 
No

Reaction Rate, 1 I dN\ 
Nn \dt/

Per Cent 
Deviation

Observed Predicted

'39^.1 '0.936 0.062 0.045 37.8
398.0 0.913 0.077 0.059 30.5
401.9 0.883 0.092 0.076 21.0
405.8 0.848 0.106 0.098 8.1
409.7 0.806 0.130 0.124 4.8
413.6 0.760 0.153 0.156 -1.9
417.4 0.699 0.183 0.194 -5.7
421.2 0.630 0.220 0.235 -6.4
425.0 0.545 0.266 0.279 -4.7
428.7 0.445 0.302 0.319 -5.3
432.4 O.332 0.343 0.348 -1.4
436.2 0.206 0.379 0.346 9.5
440.2 O.O83 0.304 0.282 7.8
444.8 0.012 0.094 0.144 -34.8

o\ 
o
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The individual cell heat transfer coefficients were then 
computed from Equation (7), rearranged to read

The heats of reaction and heat transfer coefficients 
computed from the individual thermograms should be iden
tical within reasonable limits of experimental error. 
Discounting Run 2, the average heat of reaction computed 
from the data in Table 4-.3 is 5*93  kcal/mole, with a max
imum deviation from this average of only 7*9  per cent. The 
average cell heat transfer coefficient is 2,25 cal/min, 
with a maximum deviation of 9*6  per cent. Considering 
the differences in magnitude and general shape of the ori
ginal thermograms shown in Figure ^.3, the reproducibility 
with which the heat of reaction and heat transfer coeffi
cients can be extracted from the individual thermograms 
verifies that both the theory and numerical approach are 
basically correct.

Table ^.3 also lists the activation energies, fre
quency factors, and reaction orders calculated from each 
of the thermograms from Runs 1 through 5-> These runs were



Table ^.3 Calculated Results - Runs 1 to 5

Run 
no.

s
(°C-1) A Hr 

(kcal/mole)
K 

(cal/min)
E 

(kcal/mole)
Z 

'(min-1) ' n
1 -1.06 6.15 2.23 30.5 7.13xl016 0.876
2 -1.11 3.96 1.58 27.0 .4.90X1013 0.734
3 -0.0,55 6.04 2.24 22.6 1.58X1011 0.486
14- ' -0.048 5.46 2.09 22.1 7.46x1010 0.371
5 -0.036 6.06 2.45 23.4 3.18X1011 0.404

Average (without Run 2) 5.93 2.25

1 /- 30.2 4.51x1015 0.849
2 28.0 1.64xlOli)' 0.867
3 5 = -1.53x10"^^ 22.5 1.32X1011 0.474
4 No \ 22.2 9.00xl010 0.386
5

1 1
23.4 3.12X1011 0.401

Average (without Runs 1 & 2 )
1 J

V 22.7 1.78X1011 0.420

Ox
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made principally to determine if the same set of kinetic 
constants could be calculated from the individual thermo
grams. Such a demonstration of reproducibility alone 
would verify that the equations developed in Chapter II 
adequately describe the experimental fluid bed thermograms. 
However, comparison of the tabulated results will show that 
the activation energies determined from Runs 1 and 2 are 
significantly higher than calculated from Runs 3» and 5*  
The frequency factor and reaction order show similar behav
ior. In contrast, reproducibility is excellent for Runs 
3, and 5« For these experiments the variation between 
individual runs is within the expected limits of precision 
previously derived.

The calculations were repeated in an attempt to bring 
the kinetic constants from the individual runs into closer 
agreement. The average heat of reaction indicated in 
Table Mr, 3 together with the constant known total heat capac
ity of the material in the sample cell can be used to arrive 
at an average value for MCp/(-AHr) of -1.53X1O-Z4' moles/°C. 

Instead of using the cooling portions of the individual 
thermograms, this average was used to calculate $ for each 
run from the equation
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The resulting kinetic constants, again listed, in Table ^.3# 
are not very different from those calculated previously. 
It appears that the kinetic parameters, in particular the 
activation energy, are not overly sensitive to small errors 
in the determination of S*  The overall spread in kinetic 

constants has been decreased slightly by using the aver
aging procedure to determine £, but still the results for 
Runs 1 and 2 differ significantly from the remaining values.

The exact reason for the apparently different kinetics 
at the lower initial reactant concentration is not known. 
However, the weaker heat effect associated with using smaller 
amounts of reactant almost certainly results in thermograms 
which are less suitable for reliable quantitative analysis. 
This point is illustrated by comparison of the thermograms 
shown in Figure ^.3» The DTA patterns for Runs 1 and 2 
exhibit an erratic behavior which contrasts with the regular 
transition of the thermograms for Runs 3» and 5» The
weak thermograms from Runs 1 and 2 may have been too poorly 
defined to yield reliable kinetic constants.

The data summarized in Table U-.3 resulted from thermo
grams obtained at essentially identical heating rates but 
varying initial reactant concentration. Using input para
meters derived from the experiments conducted at constant 
heating rate, it is interesting to see how well theory 
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predicts the effect of increasing heating rate on the 
location and magnitude of the DTA curves. Disregarding 
the results of Runs 1 and 2, the variance in kinetic para
meters is sufficiently small so that values of E = 22,7 
kcal/mole, A = l.?8 X 10^^ min and n = 0.^20 can be 

computed by simply averaging the results of Runs 3, and 
5» These average kinetic parameters, together with the 
average values for AHr and K indicated in Table lV.3» were 
used to generate a series of theoretical thermograms cor- 

e 
responding to the reactant concentration and heating rates 
of Runs 6, 7, and 8, The appropriate theoretical thermo
grams are compared with experiment in Figures 4,6, 4,7, and 
4.8, Agreement between theory and experiment is quite good. 
In all three cases theory predicts almost exactly the cor
rect increase in magnitude of the peaks as well as the 
shift of the DTA peaks to higher temperatures with increased 
heating rate.

Table 4,4 lists the kinetic constants computed 
directly from the thermograms of Runs 6, 7» and 8. The 
results from these experiments at different heating rates 
are in good agreement with the average constants from 
Runs 3» 4, and 5 which were all made at a heating rate of 
12 °C/min, but different initial oxalate concentrations. 

For Runs 7 and 8 the calculated activation energies are 
within 5 psr cent of the average 22,7 kcal/mole obtained
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Table ^.4 Calculated Results - Runs 6 to 9

Run 
no.

zXHr 
(kcal/mole)

E 
(kcal/mole)

Z .
(min”1) n

6 5.70 1'9.3 2.30X10? O.356

7 6.65 23.5 ^.63X1Oi:l O.^-58
8 5.55 23.8 6.89X1011 0.421

9 5.75 20.5 8.69XIO9 0.204

Ox 
xo
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from Runs 3» and 5« The low heating rate employed in 
Run 6 gave a weak, poorly defined thermogram; consequently, 
agreement with the previous set of runs is less precise.

All of the data reported thus far were taken with the 
oxalate particle size between and 88 microns. For Run 9 
the particle size was increased to the range 125-250 
microns. Table again summarizes the computed results 
for this run. Increasing the particle size has not appre
ciably affected the activation energy. The computed value 
of 20.5 kcal/mole is within 10 per cent of the average 
22.7 kcal/mole obtained from Runs 3, and 5« However, 
as a result of the increased particle size, the reaction 
order has been significantly reduced to 0.20^ from the 
average 0.^20 previously determined from Runs 3» and 5*

The observed decrease in reaction order with increasing 
particle size is an interesting result which merits some 
further discussion. Such an effect of particle size on 
reaction order would be anticipated if diffusion of prod
uct water vapor through the reacting particles has been a 
controlling step in the rate of dehydration. Any effect, 
such as an increase in particle size, which enhances the 
importance of diffusion will lessen the rate dependence 
on reactant concentration and thus result in a lower appar
ent reaction order. The temperature dependence of the 
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reaction is characterized by the activation energy 
according to the Arrhenius equation, while the rate of 
diffusion is relatively insensitive to changes in tem- 
peature. Thus, if diffusion is a controlling step, an 
increase in particle size will cause a decrease in the 
apparent activation energy. However, when the reactant 
particle size was increased for Run 9, the computed 
activation energy was not significantly different from 
the previous runs with the smaller particle size. It 
is therefore unlikely that diffusion was a limiting 
factor for the range of particle size used in this 
study.

Even if diffusion is not a controlling factor, the 
reaction order is related to the shape of the reactant 
particles, Berlin and Robinson (^) point out that the 
decomposition of many hydrates and carbonates is governed 
by the progression of the interface between reactant and 
product solids toward the center of the reacting particle. 
For such a mechanism they developed a theoretical rate 
model which is equivalent to the n th order rate expres
sion adopted in this study. The order of reaction, n, 
relates the surface area of the reactant-product inter
face to the concentration of reactant by
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where So is the initial surface area of the particles, 
and S is the area at the reactant-product interface at 
any time after decomposition begins.

Berlin and Robinson were not immediately concerned 
with the reaction order. However, probable values of n 
can be inferred' from the geometry of the reacting parti
cles. According to Equation (13), reaction of spherical 
or cubical particles should result in n = 2/3, Long, 
needle-like pa.rticles would give n=l/2. Thin, flat par
ticles for which the surface area is nearly independent 
of conversion should yield a reaction order n = 0. Pre
sumably, more complicated shapes would result in inter
mediate values for the reaction order. Grinding a sample 
of coarse, irregularly shaped particles has the general 
effect of causing the particles to assume a more nearly 
spherical or cubical shape. As a result, the finer 
material should yield a higher reaction order which is 
nearer the value of 2/3 predicted for spherical or cubi
cal particles. Such an effect of particle size on reac
tion order is precisely the result obtained experimentally 
in this study.

D, Comparison of Results with Literature Values

Freeman and Carroll (8) employed a thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) technique to study the kinetics of simple 
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solid decomposition reactions. Their method has gained 
wide acceptance because it is easy to carry out experi
mentally. The test material is heated at a known and 
constant rate, while the weight loss due to reaction is 
simultaneously recorded. Freeman and Carroll assumed 
that the sample temperature remains uniform during heat
ing and that an n th order rate law applies. Appropri
ate manipulation of the rate equation then resulted in 
the relation

The differences indicated in Equation (1^) are taken 
directly from the weight-temperature curve obtained in the 
TGA experiment. Freeman and Carroll concluded that a 
plot of the bracketed terms in Equation (14-) should give 
a straight line such that the slope determines the acti
vation energy, and the intercept yields the reaction 
order.

Wendlandt (21) has proposed that the theory of
Borchardt a.nd Daniels is also applicable to the study of 
solid decomposition reactions by conventional DTA where 
stagnant sample and reference materials are used. Wendlandt 
assumed that n = 1, and further simplified the basic equation



of Borchardt and Daniels to

(15)

Equation (15), together with the required data from a 
DTA curve, can then be used to construct an Arrhenius 
plot which determines the activation energy and frequency 
factor.

Freeman and Carroll and also Wendlandt applied 
their respective methods to the dehydration of calcium 
oxalate monohydrate. In Table U.5 a comparison is made 
between the kinetic parameters reported by these inves
tigators and the results obtained in this study by 
fluid bed DTA. For the comparison, only the average 
constants for Runs 3, 4, and 5 are given in the table.

The activation energy determined by fluid bed DTA 
is in good agreement with that obtained by the TGA 
method of Freeman and Carroll, It is evident that the 
conventional DTA method of Wendlandt gives an activation 
energy about 20 per cent higher than either fluid bed 
DTA or TGA, Both the methods of Freeman and Carroll 
and that of Wendlandt neglect the temperature gradients 
which develop in the sample due to heating and reaction, 
A 10°C/min heating rate was used in both studies. However



Table 4.5. Comparison of Results with Literature Values

Method Source
E 

(kcal/mole) . .z-l min n

Fluid Bed DTA This work 22.7 1.78X1011 0.^2

TGA Freeman and Carroll (8) 22.0 — * - 1.0

Conventional DTA Wendlandt (21) 2?.O 1.52X1012 1.0 (assumed)
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from Wendlandt*s description of his DTA apparatus, it 
appears that he used much larger amounts of material than 
did Freeman and Carroll. Perhaps the higher activation 
energy obtained by Wendlandt reflects the effect of tem
perature gradients which were more pronounced in his 
experiments because of the larger amounts of material used.

The reaction order determined by fluid bed DTA is 
clearly different from the TGA value reported by Freeman 
and Carroll. The exact reason for this disagreement is 
not known; however, Reed, et. al. (16) found experimental 
scatter can be so large when data is plotted according to 
the method of- Freeman and Carroll that several TGA curves 
must be used to obtain a reliable value of n. Since 
Freeman and Carroll analyzed only one TGA curve, it is 
difficult to be overly confident in the resulting value of 
n. Certainly, on the basis of the foregoing comparison, 
there is no reason to suspect that the reaction order deter
mined by fluid bed DTA is grossly in error.

No direct determination of the heat of reaction for the 
oxalate dehydration could be found in the literature. How
ever, standard heat of formation data*  at 25°C can be used 
to compute a heat of reaction of 9«1 kcal/mole for,the 
reaction

CaC2O24,eH2O (s )--- N-CaC20ij.(s ) + ^©(g)

^Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, ij-Sth ed., Published by 
Chemical Rubber Co.1, pp. D-38 to D-51.



The average heat of reaction computed from the experiments 
summarized in Table 4.3 vzas 5»93 kcal/mole. It appears 
then that the heat of reaction obtained by fluid bed DTA 
is much too low. It is unlikely that significantly better 
agreement could be obtained by correcting the DTA value to 
the 25°C reference temperature.

In deriving the basic heat balance equation it was 
assumed that the rate of heat loss from the material in the 
cells could be expressed in terms of an overall conductance, 
K, and the total temperature difference between the cell and 
heat bath. For unsteady state heat transfer, such a formu
lation is only an approximation. The cell wall itself may 
absorb a significant portion of the heat transferred between 
the heat bath and cell, so that the rate of heat transfer is 
not simply proportional to the overall temperature difference. 
The somewhat more detailed development which follows will 
illustrate exactly how the heat absorbed by the cell wall 
causes the heat of reaction determined by DTA. to be low.

If the thermal resistance of the cell wall is small, its 
temperature can be assumed uniform at Ty/. The rate of heat 
loss from the material in the reference cell, q, can then be 
expressed by the two equations
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vzhere
= film coefficients at inner and outer 

surface of cell wall, cal/min cm2 °C

the cell wall, cm2
qa = rate at which heat is accumulated by 

cell wall, cal/min.

Equations (16) and (1?) can be combined to give

where

If the inner and outer heat transfer coefficients are 
nearly equal and the cell wall is not too thick, then

and therefore

Equation (18) for the rate of heat loss then becomes
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The rate at which heat is accumulated by the cell 
wall is approximately

MvjCpvj ATyL

where and Cp^ are the mass and heat capacity of the 
cell walls, respectively. The wall temperature will be 
very nearly the average of T^ and Tp so that

Equation (19) for the rate of heat loss from the cell 
then becomes

- KCTr Tb) t Vq AlvV (20)

Using Equation (20) to reformulate the total heat balance 
for the reference cell results in

. Xi ZAW ^(r6-Tb)^

The same procedure repeated for the sample cell gives

plcp 4-V^j M- (To -Ts^
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Subtracting Equation (21) from Equation (22) to obtain 
the differential equation which describes the DTA curve 
gives

Equation (23) has the same form as Equation (M-) 
which was used to analyze the experimental DTA curves. 
The important difference is that Equation (23) also 
includes a term involving the heat capacity of the cell 
wall. This equation suggests that, to account for the 
heat absorbed or released by the cell wall, the parameter 

should be redefined as

$ = L^-p -v'A Al 
(-AIU) b!o

The reason for the apparent error in the heats of reaction 
determined by fluid bed DTA is now obvious, $ is deter

mined directly from an experimental DTA curve, and its 
value does not depend on how it is defined. However,, the 
value of computed from the definition of will 
always be low unless the wall heat capacity is taken into 
account.

Because of the simplifications made in the above 
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derivation, the modified definition of probably does 
not represent the cell wall effect well enough to permit 
accurate determinations of the heat of reaction. Reliable 
values of the heat of reaction might be obtained if the 
cells are constructed so that the mass of the cell walls 
is completely negligible compared to the mass of solids 
contained in the cells. This was not the case in the pres
ent experiments. For ^,00 gm of aluminum oxide at 14o°C, 
MCp = 1.00 cal/°C. Based on a 1.0 in. fluid bed height 
and an 0.05 in. cell wall thickness, My/cpW = 1.20 cal/°C. 
Using these values in the modified definition of 5 , "th6 
average heat of reaction becomes 7.7 kcal/mole. This 
value is still about 15 per cent lower than that computed 
from heat of formation data, but it is important to note 
that correction for the wall effect has resulted in a 
heat of reaction considerably higher than the 5.93 kcal/mole 
which was obtained previously.

The heat of reaction need not be known to carry out 
a kinetic study by DTA. However, with some additional 
experiments it may be possible to determine an accurate 
value for this parameter, A series of DTA thermograms can 
be obtained with varying amounts of some standard material 
for which the heat of reaction is well known. These data, 
plotted in the form of Equation (7)» can then be used to 
determine the cell heat transfer coefficient. The data 
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from another series of thermograms made with the material 
for which the heat of reaction is unknown can again be 
plotted according to Equation (?). This plot, together 
with the known heat transfer coefficient, can then be used 
to determine the unknown heat of reaction. Borchardt and 
Daniels used a similar procedure with apparent success. 
Since the heat of reaction and heat transfer coefficient 
will be somewhat temperature dependent, correct application 
of the above method will require the availability of a 
standard material v/hich decomposes over very nearly the 
same temperature interval as does the test material. 
Especially at higher temperatures, where the fluid bed DTA 
method is likely to prove most useful, such a standard 
material may not always be available.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMf.IENDATIONS

From a practical standpoint it is possible to 
obtain fluid bed DTA thermograms which are suitable 
for quantitative analysis. The experimental scheme 
which was successfully employed in this study consisted 
of a fluid bed heat bath, fluid bed DTA cells, and a 
standard DTA unit to perform temperature programming 
and recording functions. Provided that good fluidiza
tion performance is maintained in the heat bath, the 
fluid bed technique is no more difficult to carry out 
experimentally than standard DTA,

Since standard DTA equipment can be adapted for 
use in the fluid bed method, any laboratory equipped 
with a good DTA unit can conduct fluid bed DTA experi
ments with little additional cost and effort, V/endlandt 
(20) has developed an inexpensive temperature program
ming system for use in standard DTA. If a standard 
DTA unit is not available, it may be possible to adapt 
Wendlandt’s system for temperature control of a fluid 
bed heat bath. In this case, the only additional equip
ment required for fluid bed DTA would be a good ampli
fier and recorder.

A serious limitation on the usefulness of fluid bed 
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DTA arises from the requirement that the particle size 
of the solid reactant be suitable for fluidization. Many 
materials of interest occur only as fine povzders, and at 
gas rates high enough to promote good solids circulation, 
such materials cannot be retained in the fluidized DTA cells 
without significant loss during the experiment. In the case 
of calcium oxalate monohydrate, it was possible to increase 
the particle size by recrystallizing the material from an 
acid solution. This procedure will"not always be applicable, 
but other techniques for rendering the material suitable 
for fluidization suggest themselves. For example, some fine 
powders are conveniently pelletized. The pellets might then 
be crushed to obtain particles having the size required for 
fluidization. In other cases it will be feasible to impreg
nate a fluidizing, inert solid with a solution of the reactant 
to be studied, much in the same way that certain catalysts 
are prepared. In any case, when working with very fine 
materials, some method for physically keeping the reactant 
in the DTA cell must be found before fluid bed DTA can be 
considered for a kinetic study.

Experimental DTA curves are accurately described by a 
simple theory which assumes gas-solid temperature equilib
rium and temperature uniformity in the fluid bed DTA cells. 
Important features predicted by this theory were verified 
by detailed examination of a number of thermograms 
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for the dehydration of calcium oxalate monohydrate. Fur
thermore, meaningful kinetic parameters can be computed 
from the experimental curves by suitable numerical anal
ysis. Activation energies determined by fluid bed DTA 
were found to be in very good agreement with the activa
tion energy obtained by the TGA method of Freeman and 
Carroll. Maximum reproducibility and reliability of the 
fluid bed method is achieved by employing high initial 
reactant concentrations and high heating rates.

The walls of the DTA cells contribute an interfering 
heat effect which makes it difficult to reliably compute 
the heat of reaction from a single DTA curve. The thermal 
capacitance of the cell wall and solids contained in the 
cells are approximately additive so that the wall, effect 
can be minimized by constructing the cells of thin-walled 
tubing. The heat of reaction is not needed to compute 
kinetic parameters from the experimental DTA curves. How
ever, if a very accurate value for the heat of reaction is 
desired, the calibration procedure of Borchardt and Daniels 
should be used.

The experimental work with the oxalate dehydration 
was sufficient to demonstrate the feasibility of using 
fluid bed DTA to study the kinetics of simple decomposition 
reactions. However, it should not be too difficult to apply 
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the method to certain other reaction systems which have 
the general form

A(solid) + B(gas)----$*  gaseous and/or solid products

These reactions are of great industrial importance and 
include such varied processes as the combustion of solid 
fuels, the roasting and smelting of ores, the regeneration 
of catalysts, and the chemisorption of gases on solid 
adsorbents.

Despite the importance of gas-solid reactions, there 
have been relatively few conclusive experimental studies 
involving such heterogenous noncatalytic systems. Partly, 
this is due to the difficulty of isolating such purely 
physical effects as diffusion and gas-solid heat transfer 
from the chemical kinetics. However, because of the small 
particle size and efficient convective heat and mass trans
fer encountered in fluidization, these physical limitations 
will often be eliminated in a kinetic study by fluid bed DTA.

Many investigators, for example Gilliland (10) and 
Handles (11), have studied gas mixing in fluidized beds. 
Their experiments show that the gas flow pattern approaches 
that of perfect mixing as the solid particle size and fluid 
bed height to diameter ratio decrease. This is, of course, 
an important result as concerns the application of fluid 
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bed DTA to the study of gas-solid reactions. Under the 
conditions of perfect mixing and uniform temperature, the 
rate of a gas-solid reaction will also be uniform throughout 
the DTA cell. As a result, all of the equations previously 
derived for a simple decomposition reaction are also valid 
for the case of a gas-solid reaction. No doubt, many prob
lems will arise in such an application of fluid bed DTA. 
If successful, however it would prove to be an interesting 
and extremely useful extension of the DTA method.
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APPENDIX A

NOMENCLATURE

A area under the DTA curve
a heat transfer area of the DTA cell
Cp constant pressure heat capacity
E activation energy
h film heat transfer coefficient for the DTA cell
AHr heat of reaction
K overall heat transfer coefficient for the DTA cell
к reaction rate constant
M mass of solids in the DTA cell
mg flow rate of fluidizing gas
N moles of solid reactant
л reaction order
q rate of heat loss from the DTA cell
R ideal gas constant
r rate of reaction
S total surface area of the reactant-product interface
T temperature
t time
AT differential temperature
V volume of the DTA cell
Z frequency facto?*
£> parameter defined by Equation (8)
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€ fraction of voids in the fluidized DTA cell
p density
Subscripts:
B heat bath
C constant value reached after large time interval
g gas .
0 gas entering DTA cell
o initial value
R reference cell
S sample cell
t function of time
T total area under DTA curve
V7 cell wall
00 value computed after large time interval
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APPENDIX B
CALIBRATION DATA
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Figure B.2. Nitrogen Flowmeter Calibration



Table B.l Differential Thermocouple Calibration

TC 
no.

emf with respect to Reference Thermocouple 
( )

Tbath=100-0 °c Tbath=18't-11 °c

1 -32 -32
2 - 2 + 1

3 -13 -70
4 - 1 + 2

5 - 1 - 1
6 -10 -12

7 + 2 + 4

8 +12 +20
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APPENDIX C
MARQUARDT'S METHOD

Briefly, the general parameter estimation problem 
consists of fitting some mathematical model which contains 
the unknown parameters to a set of measured data. In matrix 
notation-"*  this model can be written as

*Variables underlined with a single bar are vectors. Variables 
underlined with a double bar are matrices.

whereis the vector of independent variables such as temper
ature, concentration or pressure, and is a k x 1 vector of 
the parameters to be estimated. The usual criterion used 
when adjusting so that the model will give a good represent
ation of the observed data is to choose the parameter values 
which minimize the sum of residuals

AVI . 2

<=-d

where yu is the value of y measured for the u th experiment, 
and is the total number of measurements taken. To find the 
least squares estimates of Equation (0-1) can be differen
tiated with respect to each and the derivatives set equal 
to zero. If the assumed model is linear in each of the para
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meters, the result is a system of k linear equations which 
are easily solved for the unknown parameters. However, if 
the model is not linear, taking the derivatives of ) 
will generate a system of non-linear eqations which, in 
general, must be solved by some iterative technique. Thus, 
the numerical aspects of non-linear parameter estimation 
theory are primarily concerned with developing efficient 
schemes for finding the minimum of the least squares 
function, ).

One accepted solution to the problem involves making a 
Taylor series expansion of the assumed model about a. set of 
parameter values. If only the linear terms in the expansion 
are retained, this procedure will generate a system of linear 
equations which, given an initial estimate of , are solved 
iteratively to give succesively better approximations to the 
parameters. This linearization method converges rapidly if 
the initial parameter estimates are near the minimum of ? 
otherwise, the method diverges.

An entirely different approach to finding the parameter 
values which will minimize (£( ) can be visualized by consider
ing the sum of squares function to be a surface in a space 
where the parameters are variable. The minimum of ^"( ) is then

found by some form of the gradient search method, wherein 
corrections to the parameters are always made- in the direction 
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of steepest descent on the sum of squares surface. In theory 
this method converges for all problems, regardless of the ini
tial parameter estimates. Convergence is extremely slow, how
ever, as the minimum of (£) ( ^ ) is approached.

A non-linear parameter estimation method developed by 
Marquardt(15) combines the best features of the linearization 
method and the steepest descent method but avoids the chief 
limitations of both. According to Marquardt’s algorithm, 
successively better approximations to the parameters are 
computed from the relation

+zrj-^) (c-2)

where X is an m x k matrix of the derivatives

and Z is an m x 1 vector whose general element is computed
from

1 /mJ

At each step in the iterative procedure 2 is chosen in 
prescribed fashion as follows:
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Let y>l

Let 7-^”^ denote the value of A from the previous itera- 

ion (Marquardt suggests =10~2).

Compute ( V and $ (1 /y)

1. If let
2. If $ and ? let
3. If ^a\ and ) 7 increase Z by

successive multiplication by V until for some smallest 
W» $ (Z|A"'VV*) Then let

According to the foregoing strategy, 7- decreases if the 
calculations are converging, i.e. if is decreasing. For 
small A Equation (C-2)’ reduces to the linearization method, and 
thus rapid convergence is assured near the minimum of the least 
squares surface. On the other hand, if the iterative process 
. . . . Tis diverging,^is automatically increased. Since X • Z is the 
vector of steepest descent on the least squares surface, 
Equation (C-2) reduces to the gradient search method for 
large 7- » and thus convergence is assured even if the initial 
guess of parameters is beyond the range of convergence of the 
linearization technique.

The calculations required to derive kinetic parameters 
from DTA curves were programmed in Fortran IV for an SDS . 
Sigma 7 computer. Program listings are included in this 
section, together with some computed results for Run
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The main program receives the necessary input data and cal
culates reaction rates as outlined in Chapter IV. Numeri
cal integration and differentiation of the DTA peaks are 
done by subroutines INT and DER. The rate data is then 
passed to subroutine BSOLVE*  where Marquardt’s method is 

*This subprogram was adapted from a program written by
Dr, VZ. E. Ball, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

used to compute the activation energy, frequency factor 
and reaction order. Subroutine DERIV computes elements of
the X matrix as requested by BSOLVE. For the rate equation

the required derivatives are computed as follows:

Subroutine FUNC returns functional values
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used in computing elements of the Z vector and the least 
squares function,



  
IMPLICIT REAL*8  (A-Hy 0-Z )103
EXTERNAL FUNC^DERlV/ARC6S
DIMENSION D(1OG),TS(1OO)jTR(1OO);DT(1QO)jAREA(100),DTD( 100 ) ,

IRK (lO’O ) « X (100 ) / Y (100 j , NREACT ( 9 ) , NINERT ( 9 ) i NGAS ( 9 )
DIMENSION BdO/ZjlOOJ/DUM^YmoOjDU^^YSJLlOOJj ! BC9DE LtOJ >__________
i8MlN"(10)/BMAX( 10 )

C >***«***********<***»  read input data ***************************
_c__ _
100 READ15/5C0) (NReaCT(1 ) H = 1/9)

READ ( 5/ 500 ) J N I NERT ( 11 / J = 1 / 91  
READ(5/500) (NGas(I)/1=1/9)

5 0 0 F 0 R M A_TJ 9 A 4  _________________ ________________________________
READ(5/501) NRUN
R E A D ( 5/501) N/NRi/NR2,NCl / N C2_________________________ :

501 F9RMAf(5ilO)
READtS/SOEl^H/SF/JLQ/TIN'C/DTC

502 F9RMAT(5D15.5j
__ READ(5,502L_SM/GM/RN9,PHI,TM_________ ___________ ;_____ _______________ 

-READ(5/502) SM>N, rMW/GM'a', GD
R EAD(5/502) ( D T ( I ) , I_= 1 / N )  

C ********************************************************************
DTC = SF*DTC :  
D (1 ) =0«OOOD + OO
DT(1)=SF*DT(  1_) _____
TR(1)=TO+DTC

______ D0„9_I_22/ N______________________________________________________________  
D( I )=b( >1 )+H

_ _ DT( I) =SF»DT(_I ) ______________
TR(I)=TR(If!T+TInC’ "

9___LC9'NTINUE ______ _ _   
c
c ****************# print in?ut data *******************************
c’

__ WRITE (6/6012 N?<UN _ _ ___________ .
601 FORMAT (1M11 rx; ! InP'UT DAt'A’-RUN no'. 1/1"5///)

WRITE (6/ 6022 (NREACT ( I ), 1 = 1,9) .    
'602 FORMATdOX,’REACTING SUBSTANCE*

WRITE (_6/6021JMNERT ( I ), 1=1/9)  ;  
603 FORMAT ("lOX, ’ INERT-REFERENCE SUBSTANCE* ’/gAA,/)

WRITE(6/60*)  (NGAS(I),I=i,9)
' 604'" FORMATdOX, ’TLUID I ZI NG GAS = 1/'9A4,///)

NR=(NR2-NR1) +1
WRITE(6/605) N/NR 1 *NR21NC1/NC2

605 ' FORMAT(10X/ 'NO. OF DATA POINTS = ’,j5,/,1 Ox,’F1RST DATA POINT USED 
IT'O C A L CU L AT E KI N e"T IC-P A R A M E T ER S"= ’ , 15,/, 1 OX, f LAST D'ATA POINT USE'D 
2t9 CALCULATE KINETIC PARAMETERS’ ’,I5//,10X,’ FIRST DATA POINT USE 
aDTO 'CALCULATE^ELl- He’AT' TRANSFER'COeFFTC i ENT= ’ , 15,//1 OX, ^LAST DAT 
4A POINT USED T9 CALCULATE CELL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT? ’,15///) 
WRITE ("6/606) SM/rNo/GM'/PHI/TM

606 FORM AT dCX, ’ ^E I Gh T_ 0 F _I KE R T_ R E F E R E N^E = ’,D12.5/’ GR AM S’,/, 10 X ,  
1"’INITIAL WT« REaCt’aNT3 "’/D12.'5,"’ GRAMS ’ t 7i 10X, ’ GAS FLOW RAt£= ’ 
2,012.5, ’ STD CC/MiNf,/,10X,’HEATING RATE= ’ »D12.5, ’ DeG C /MIN’/

"3 /,10X,"’MEAN TEMPERATURE '='"’7012.5# ’' DEG Cd///)' 
WRITE(6/6O7)  "607" ' F0RMAT"dHf/9X,’DATA'POlNTS TAKEn'FR'OM Dta CURVE $’,///28X, ’ T I ME1 > 

 217X, ’DTd 18X# ’ TRi ,/,2SX> ’ ( MIN ) ’ , i 4X, ’ (DEG C) d 13X, ’ (DEG C) d//)
WRITE (6,608) (D( I r,DT( I ) , f Rd ) / I=1#N)

.608 F0RMAT(15X,3D20.7) 
TM = TM + 273.16D+'OO
DO 8 1=1,N



 fR"(T) =TR (I ) +273", 160 + 00
_ 8 _ _ c e N T I M U E_______________________________ ____________ ______ 1Q^_________

'SM’SM/SMW 
gm=gd/gmw*gm

“rn9='rno/'rm>(
c_____ _ ___________________ _ _ _ j__ _ __ ___ __________

"C ********** "CALCULATE heat capacities AT HEAN TEMPERATURE *********
c  

■ c
CPS = 2 1208D+01+S • g71 D-03*TM-?5225 ,0D + D2/TM*  *2  
CPG"= 6, ‘f 5 7D +"00 +1", 3 8y D - 0 3 * T M •> 0,06 3D - 0 6 « T M * * 2"

C 
"C
C CALCULATE AND PRINT SAMPLE TEMPERATURES, AREAS/ AND DERIVATIVES

" C
_C_____ ________________________________________________________________________

DO 10 I=l/N
TS(I)=TR(I)+DT(I )

10 “ CONTINUE
 CALL INT(DT/AREA,H,N)
CALL DER(DT/DTD/H!NT 
WRITE(6/609 )  65'9 " FORMAT (1 Hl/2"5xT'TIMET718X/ 'DT'f/lBX/ ’TS'/16X/ »AREA»,17X/ «DTDf#///) 
WR1TE(6/61O) (D(I),DT(I),TS(I)/AREA(I)/DTD(I)/ I=1,N)610 FORMAT(1CX,5D2O,7)'

C *************»**«*»*************»*-***************»-l(***X4f**********
"C
c determine delta from cooling portion of curve-c

NC=NC2-NC1+1  """"do’"80 I = 1,NC
NN=NC2*I+1  

. "X( I")=DT ("NN’)
Y(I)=1•OOD+OO-AREA(NN)/AREA(N) 

80 CONTINUE
CALL LSQRKX/Y/DELTA/NC) 
WRITE"! 6/618) DlLtA

618 FORMAT(1H1/9X/’DELTA= ’/DlStS///) 
HR"=-(S"MCPS"T7TDE"LTA"RN6  ) 
WRITE(6/616) HR
**
   "'6T6- FORMAT! ro’X/’HE7AT OF REACT 1OV^-» D15«7/ ’ CAL/GM^MOLE ’ ///)
hk=-hr*rno/aRea(N)-gm*cpg 
WRiTE"C6/61"5')H<

615 FORMATdOX/’CELL HeAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT? 1,015,7/’ CAL/MlN PEG 
10’77//)

c  C cH"E"CK_FTrT0—C3BlTNG~?OR 11 0"N“"3F CUR"VE
C 

W R"I T E!"6 / 619)
619 FORMAT (///17X, 'DT’/5X, ’ (1^A(T)/AT) 1 / 5X/ ’ (1 -A ( T)/M ) ’ i 12X/ ’ DEV ’/ //, 
T32X/"' EXP"’",Tl X, rcaLC"! / / )

SUM=0fCOD+0O
DO 30 I=1/\C

 YC = DELTA*X(I  )
DEV = Y("IT»"YC
SUM=SUM+DEV*DEV

’ WR"I TE ( 6/ 620 ) XTl ) > YTT) / YC, DEV"
620 FORMAT(5X,4D15«5 )
30 CONTINUE 

sum=dsgrt(sum)/float(nC) 
WRITE(6/621) SUM

621 FORMATt/Z/lOX,’RMS DEV = t/D15,5//)



C C A L C U L A TE R E A Cj l9N_RATES_AN D_R £ A C J.A NI C C £ NJ R A110 N S 9
c

bJR = 0  
03 AO I=NR1/NR2

 NR = N R +1   ___ .
Y(NR7=DfLTA*0TD(J)+DTfi  )7AREA(N)
DUMMY1(NR) = 12937d*00*JS( I)_ _ _ _________________________  
DU^iMYS (NR ) =1 e OOD + OO" ( DELTA*DT  ( I f+AREA ( I )/AREA (N ) ) 

40 CBNTINUE________________________________________________________________
C
C INIU^AUIZE PARAMETERS FOR MARQJARDT«S METH0D  C' -- -- - -

K = 3
IN3EX=0

______ KP1±4___________________________________________________________________
ENU=d«GOD+OO 
 FL A ND A = 01_0 0D + 0 0 ;_______________________
TAU=0.000+00 
EPSILN = O_tOOD+OO  ____________________ ______________________ .
PH IN IN =0,000 *00"

______ Bl1)=1 = 000 + 16___________________________________________________________
B(2)"" = 2t50'0D + 4

  B < 3 > = 1T 000.0 + 00  _____________________  
Q0 50 I = lr<
  IB C 9 0 EJI )=■ 1    ________
BMIN(I )=0,60D + 00 

50 CONTINUE______ _______ __________
BMAX(T) = 1.OOD + ^O Z

 BMAX(2)=1,000+05  
E3MAX (3 1 = 5,000 + 00

C   C APPLY NARQUARDT’is TTeRAtT6N UNTIL CONVERGENCE 
c 
"60 " CONTINUE

CALL BS9LVE (K#BtNR,Z,Y,SUMSQjFNU/F’aMDa^TAU/EPSILN/PHIMIN/ 
liNDEXA<dDE7DWNYl/DUMMY2, iBCODEIEMIN/BMax/KPI/FUNC/DERI VVaRCQST 
 IF(XQDE* GT,0) 00 TO 60 
WR'lTE(6/622y INDEX""""

622 F8RHAT(1H1/9X,'NO 0F ITERATIONS F0R CONVERGENCE” ’#15,//) 
WRITE (6, 623) TBU),I = 1/K)

623 FORMAT (//, 1 OX, '.Z=',0104,/,  10X, ' E = ', 010.4 ,/, 1 OX, ' N= 1 # DI 0.4 ///)*
" WRITE(6,624)

624 FORMAT!//,18X,«TS',9X,'(N/N0)',7X,«EXP RaTE'#6X,'CALC RATE',/) 
WRITE(6,625rTDUMMYl ( I ),DUMMY2( I ), YTi )/Z"(I ), I = 1,NRT

625 FORMAT(5X,4D15«5 )_______________________________________________________
GO TO 100
END ___________________________________________
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 SUBROUTINE INT(Y#Z,H,N)  iMPLICIT"REAL"»8(A-"H/3'-Z) " "" ------
dimension ycoO),Z(ioo)

C THIS SU3R0UTINE CALCULATES "THE INTEGRAL gF A TABULATED FUNCTION
C  BETWEEN THE_I_NjTIAL VALUE AND EACH TABULATED VALUE BY REPEATED 
C ' '* "" APPL I CAT I BN OF SIMPSON «S "RULE " " " " " " ~
C Y=FUNCTION VALUE  "C " ’ H = INTER"VAL OT“TABULATION ~
C Z=INTEURAL AT the FUNCTION value, y

Z (1 ) = 01 0 0 D + 0 0 —”
Z(2)=0•50D+0C*H* (Y(1)+Y(2))

" NN'^N-a "
______ D 0 10 I = 1, NN < 2 _______

z ( 1 *2  ) = * ’333333333333333D + 00*H*  ( Y ( I ) + A , CD-tOO*Y  ( 1 + 1 ) +Y ( I +2 ) )Tz ( I T
10 CONTINUE 

NNtN-,3
DO 20 _I = 2,NN/ 2
Z ( 1*2  ) =’• 3333333333333330 + 00*  H*  ( Y ( I ) + A » OD + OO + Y ( 1 +1 ) +Y ( I +277+1711

20 CONTINUE  
RETURN “ ‘
END

______ subroutine der(_y;z,h,n)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A"H76-Z)  
DIMENSION Y(100),Z(100)

"C THIS SUBROUTTnE CALCULATES TH"e DERIVATIVE of A TABULATED FUNCTION
C USING FIVE-POINT DIFFERENCE FORMULAS - -
"C" ’ ’Y'FUNCTION VALUE
c h=intekval of tabulation
c" ' z=deri’Vat'ive at function value,y

XX=lt/(12**H)
Z’( 1) ¥xX’* (Vg5, VYH7+V8", *Y (21 3"67¥y (3)+16, *Y ( A )-3*  *Y  (5 ) )
Z(2)=XX*(-3**Y(l)-10t*Y(2)+18.*Y(3)-6.*Y(A)+Y(5))
NN=N-2
DO 10 1=3,NN   "Z( I ) = XX*  ( Y ( I*-2)-8»  *Y(  1-1 )+8»"*Y(  1+1 ) - Y( 1+2 ) )

10 C 3 N T I N U E______  ____ _________________________________
Z('NN + i r=XX*(-*Y(N-4)+6f*Y(N-3)-18f  *Y(N-2)4-10«*Y<N=l  )+3«*Y(N)  )
Z(N)=XX*(3e»Y(N-4)-16.*Y(N-3)+36.*Y(N-e2)L48«*Y(N^l)+25**Y(N))  
RETURN
 END•
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SUBR3UTIME LSQR1(X,Y,B1,N)
: IMPLICIT REAL*8( a-H,3-Z)

DIME.MS 10N X(100),Y(100)  c th fs'sub'RquT I NET"calculates bi fbr a least squres fit bf the f'Hrm;
c 
'C Y = Bl * X
_c    

SUMl=0e0CD+00
SUM2 = 0f OOD-tOG

: ‘ DB "10 I = f/\
SUM1 = SUMH-X( I )*Y(  I ) 
SUM2=SUM2+X(I)*X(I)

_10 caNT INUE______________________________ _______________________________
"Bl = SUMi7sUM2
RETURN  
end
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SUBRyUTI^E BSQLVe(K,B,X,Z,Y,PHI,FNU,FLAMoa,TAU,E^SI LN, PHIMIN, 

1 INDEX, K8DE, DW8Y1,DUNMY2, iaCODE, BMIN, BMAX, KPl/FUNC, DERI V, ARCOS >
IM PL 1 C IT REAL»8(A-H,e - Z )__________________________ __________

c 
c
c K = NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS - INPUT
c 8(1) = VECTOR of UNKNOWNS - DIMENSION K
c ON FIRST ENTRY -- ORIGINAL ESTIMATES - INPUT
c ON FINAL EXIT - ANSWERS - OUTPUT
c N = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS - MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
c Ta K - INPUTC' "" Z(I ) = VECTOR OF FUNCTIONAL VALUES - DIMENSION N - OUTPUT
c DESIRE Zd )=Y( I )(J Yd ) = VLCyOR OF GIVEN VALUES «- DIMENSION N , INPUT
c PHI = FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED SUM OF (Y(I )-Z( I ) )**2
c OUTPUTc FNU = NU FACTOR (SET T9 10.0 IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.0)
c INPUT
c FLAMDA = LAMBDA FACTOR (SET TO 0«01 IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL
C ■ T9 0’0) - INPUT
c TAU = TAU Factor (SET TO 0.001 IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL
c TO 0*0)  - INPUT
c EPSILN = EPSILON FACTOR (SET TO 0.00002 IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL
c TO 0.0) - INPUT
c PHIMIN = CUT OFF POINT for RECALCULATING JACOBIAN MATRIX
c usually may be: set to o.o input
c INDEX = ITERATION COUNTER * MUST Be INITIALIZED AT ZERO
c INPUT
c KODE = NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS NOT SATISFYING THE CONVERGENCE
c REQUIREMENT AS DEFINED BY THE EPSILON TEST - OUTPUT
c = 0 s ANSWERS FOUND
c = -I - NO FUNCTION IMPROVEMENT POSSIBLE
c = -2 . MORE UNKNOWNS THAN FUNCTIONS
c = -3 - TOTAL NUMBER 8F VARIABLES IS ZERO
c = -a , CORRECTIONS SATISFY CONVERGENCE REQUIREMENT
c BUT LAMBDA IS STILL LARGE
c dummyi = DUMMY VECTOR PASSED ON TO DFRIV AND FUNC
c DUMMY2 = DUMMY VECTOR PASSED ON TO DeRIV
c IBCODEd ) = CODE FOR VARIABLE TYPE - DIMENSION K J, INPUT
c = U , B(I) IS FIXED
c = 1 •. b( i) is variable and numerical derivatives
L are TO BE USED for JACOBIAN matrix
c = -1 B(I) IS VARIABLE and ANALYTICAL DERIVATIVES
L AKE TO BE USED FOR JACOBIAN MATRIX - SUBROUTINE
c BMIN(I ) = MINIMUM VALUES OF B(I) * DIMENSION K - INPUT
c DERIV IS REQUIRED
c BMAX( I ) = MAXIMUM VALUES OF B(I) » DIMENSION K „ INPUT
C" ' "A"JA"C9BTb J)= JACOBI AN MATR IX '- DIMENSION N BY K
C ALPHA(I) = INTERNAL STORAGE VECTORS
c ZETA( I )
c OMEGA(I) •
c A(1/J) = INTERNAL STORAGE FOR CORRECTION EQUATIONS
C DELTA(I)
C G (I )
C ASCALE(I,J)= MATRIX COMPOSED BF SCALED A MATRIX AND SCALED 
c G VECTOR
c KPI = K+l - INPUT
c gamma = angle in degrees between the modified newton-raphson
c DIRECTION AND STEEPEST DeSCeNT DIRECTION
c item = iieration counter in search for lambda that
c REDUCES phi
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c FUN'C = NAME OF SUBROUTINE OF -UNCtiBNS TO Be WRITTEN by
c USER - NAME MUST APPEAR I-N lEXTERNAL' STATEMENT
c IN CALLING PROGRAM - THIS ROUTINE MUST ALWAYS
c 
c

BE SUPPLIED
c call func(k,n,aa,zz,djmmyi)
c k = number of unknowns - lnpul
c N = NUMBER OF EOUATloNS f INPUT
c____ ________ AA(I ) = VfCT0R_0F UnKNBWxS - DIMENSION K - INPUT_______
c ZZ(D = vector of fjnctiqnal values p dimension n
c OUTPUT
c DUMMYIt DUMMY VECTOR TRANSMITTED to PUNC
c io be used as desired
c
c O£RIV = NAME of SUBROUTINE JO EVALUATE DfRIVATIVeS if_______________
c INDICATED BY IBCBDE(I) ? *1  - WRITTEN BY USER p NAME
c MUST APPEAR in 'EXTERNAL*  StAJEMeNTU N CALLING
c program
c
c CALL DERIV(J,K/N,BB,XX,JTEST/dummy1/DUMMY2)
c ________ J_____i_INDEX_BF THE VARjABLES FOR WHJCH________________
c DERIVATIVES ARE T0 BE CALCULATED - INPUT
c K = NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS - INPUT
c N t NUMBER OF EDUATlgNS - INPUT
c BB(I) = VECTOR OF UNKNOWNS - DIMENSION K - INPUT
c XX(I) = VECTOR OF DERIVATIVES e DIMENSION N
c THIS IS THE J-TH COLUMN OF THe JACOBIAN
c MATRIX - OUTPUT
c JTeST = INDICATOR TO NOTE IF DERIVATIVES HAVE BEENc calculated - if nbt/ a returned value of
c el WILL CAUSE NUMERICAL DERIVATIVES TO Be
c CALCULATED - BTheRWISE/ JTEST = 0 * OUTPUT
c ________ ^UMMY1= DUMMY VECTORS TRANSMITTED TB DERlV TO
c DUMMY2 BE USED AS DESIRED
c
c arcbs x NAME OF FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE
c arc COSINE p NAME must APPEAR IN AN 'EXTERNAL'
c STATEMENT IN THE CALLING PROGRAM
c
c THE calling PROGRAM should contain the appropriate INITIALIZING
c AND ’EXTERNAL' STATEMENTS PRIOR TO EXECUTION OF THIS
C " SUBROUTINE - AFTER EXECUTION of this subprogram a CHECK SHOULD
c be made ON THE VALUE OF THE OUTPUT VARIABLE 'KODE*  - IF KBDE IS
c
c 

GREATER THAN ZERO THIS SUBROUTINE SHOULD Be REpEXeCUTeD

'C RErE'RE^CE : DBNaLD Wt/ »AM ALG3RITHM F0R LEAST-SQUARES
C ESTIMaTIBN 9F N0NLINEAR PARAMETERS,I J, SBC, INDUST*  

‘C ' aP'pe. "Math,/*V8Liif"Na«2  June 1963
c  5 fMENS IBN IBC3DE ('101» ALPHA f 10 ) t d (10 j / ZEja (100 > / Z ( 1 COTT
_____ 1"Y( ICO)/ DUMMY1 (100)/DUMM.Y2( 100), AjACBBdOO/ 1O)/BMAX(1O),BM1N( 10), 

2G(10")/A(l(j/ 10)/8MEGA('i0);"ASC'ALE (ld#il )#DELTA(10")
C  c " INlTTALiZAirSN "BF TEST" AND CBRRECT 19N~PARAME TeRS
C    

if(flanda.le«o«ood+o“o)Flamda=o,oid+oo
C 

IFTINDlX.GT.O) 09 TB 300
C  IF(F\U.LE«0*C0D  + 60) F Nil's "l.OOD+ 01

IF(TAU,LE.C.00D + 00) TAU=1.00D-03



$" ■’ ‘ iF"(EPSHN.LE«0.d0D+00)" EP"s"lLN = 2t00D-"C5
; _____ If(p^imIi\.lt«o»ood*oo) phimin=o.cop+Po 11o___
? C COUNT 6F BIS WHICH ARE VARIABLES (N3T FIXED BY INPUT), c- . . . -
; _ key=o ____________________________________________________ ______
; " 'Qa’ lOO J = 1"jK
; ioc if(isceDE<j).ne.q) key=key+i  
; "c"
: C CHECK IF ALL VARIABLES ARE FIXED
i c
i iF(KEY.GT.O) GO tS 1Q1 
; c
; c exit - all variables fixed
; c
;_______K ODE = -3________________________________________________________________
; G9'" TO 1500
;_c______ __________ __________ _________ _________ _________________ ______
; C CHECK if NUMBe^-QF" equations is less than number of unknowns 
i c 
; loi "IF (Nt GE.KEY) G"9—TO 102
; c 
t C EXIT t NUMBER 3f equations is less than number of unknowns 
; c 
; """ ""ko‘de = ^2
i GO TO 1500
; c
; 102 IF(INDEX.GT.0) Go TO 300
; c
1 c on first iteration, store B’s (original estimates) in alpha
$ "C ’
i DO 200 J=1,K
; 200 alpha(J)=B(uT-
I c      f'C ON'TTRST iTERATro’N, CHECK IF BiS (ORIGINAL ESTIMATES) ARE CORRECT
; C SOLUTION  rc " ~ ‘ ' "

GO TO 900
c
c test for recalculation of jacobian matrix if phi greater than or 
C e'GUAL "TO SeME~rSPECTFlED) MINIMUM PHI AND HERAT ION "COUNT (INDEX)
C GREATER THAN ONE
c

300 IF(PHIMIN.GT.PHI,ANO,INDEX.GT.l) GO TO 400
c
C CALCULATION OF JaCqBIAN MATRIX COLUMN By COLUMN
c

DO 307 J=l/K
"’■"C
C CHECK IF B(J) IS FIXED OR VARIABLE
C 

• IF(IBCODEtJ)) 301'307,303
C ’
C CALCULATION OF DERIVATIVES ANALYTICALLY USING SUBROUTINE DERIV
C

301 CALL DERIV( J..K'N,B,ZETA, JTEST'DUMMY1'DUM.mY2)
"" "DO 302" I=1,N

302 AJACOBtI,J)=ZETA(I)
IF ( J TEST . NE * ’ D-GOTO 307

C  C CALCULATIOTOF DE.RlV"AT"fVEST!UMERiCALLY
C



s !BC8DE(J)=1
5_ 333 bEL = l<OOD-£3*DABs<8(  J) )_ __________________________ __111__
: IF(DABS(B(J) ).l,T<1.0CD-04) DEL = 1,003 = 05
t ______iF(B(J)+DEL_!LEiBMAX(J) ) G0_T8_J0't_ :_____________________________________
i ALPHM j)=B( J)-DEL
I  DEL = = DEL
? G9 T9 305
I 304 ALPHA (»J) =B(J)+DEL_ _ _ ____________
i 30b CALL FUNCCK,.'.’/ALPHA/ZETA#DUMMYl,DUMviY2)
1 A L P H A £ J )^3J jJj  
; ba 3o6 i=i/N
i _3C6 A JAC9B (I / J ) = (ZETA (11= ZJ IJ ) /DEL 
{ 307 C9NTINUE
?_c _
; c SET UP C8RRECTI6N E^UATISNSL_C_________ _____________________________________________
$ 400 DB 406 LL = l/*<
; c __ „ ______________________  
; C CHECK IF B(LL) IS VARIABLE 6R FIXED
t C____ ______ ____________ _ ___________
; fp(IBC6DE(LL)) 401/404/401
$_c____________________________________________________________________________
: C BILL) IS VARIABLE
• c  _ ____________
I C CALCULAT18N 8F G VeCTBR
|_C  ____________; ibi gild=c«obb+oo
$ DB 402 JJ=1/N
{ ' 4C"2‘ G (LL )"'= G (LL ) + A JAC8 B ( J J/ LL ) * ( Y ( J J ) - Z ( J J) ) 
; c   i c calculatibn bf a matrix
$_c_________ __ _______________
; DB 4’03 JJ = 1/K
5. A(L L/JJ)=0t00D+0Q_____________________________________________________
; DB 403 MM=1/N
; 403 A(LLzJU)=A(LL/JJ)+AJAC9B(MM/LL)*AJAC6B(MM/JJ)
; """ lF(A(LL/LL)"«'GT*r«00D"-70)  GB TO 406”"
I C  ; C BILL) IS FIXED BR DIaGBNAL ELEMENT BF A MATRIX IS NEARLY Ze”R9"
;_c__ __________________________________________________________
? 4 04 08 405 JJ = i/i<
; 405 A(LL/JJ)=0»00D+00
; “ ailL/LL") = 1 .oo’D+ob
; G(LL)=O,OOD+CO
; "C
; 406 CONTINUE
; c
; c calculation of square of NORM BF G VECTOR
; GNBRM=O»OOD+OO
; 00 407 I=l/K
: 407 GNORM=GNORM+G(I)*»2
; c
$ c scaling bf CORRECTION equations
; "c
; C CALCULATION Bp SQUARE RBBjS BF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS BF A MATRIX, c
I DB 500 I=l/K ;”5b6 omega (i) sdsgrtTaTTH ))
; c_______ ______________________ __ _________________________________________
; db 5oi i=i/K
;c____________________________________________________________________________



: c "scaling qf g vec'tbr ' 112   
! G ( I F=Gm7"0"megaTD
? _c______ __ __________________________________________________________________
i C SCALING 8F A MATRIX 
i C  
i De 501 J=l/K
$ 501 A( 1/J) =A( 1/J>/(e.MEGA( I )*8MEGA  ( j) )
; c
I FLAM=FLAMDA/FnU 
; iiER=i
J Ge T6 503  ; 502 FLAM = FLAM*FN1J~
; c •  $ C ADDITT6N 6n,AT<BDA-TACf6R" TO SCALED A^TTAjRIX 
; c  ; 503 DO 50~4 I=l/K
; 504 A ( D I ) =A ( I, I 1-i-FLAM
rc 
; oe 506 i=i/K
; 00505 J=l/K
; 505 ASCALEI1/J)=A(1/j)
i 506" ASCALE ( I'KPTRC( i~)
5 C   ; c" * seLUTfeN tq-Co^ReCtion egja"tT6ns 
; c 
$ " " "be 603 L = l/K "■
; LL=L+1  ; DO 600 M=ll/KP1
$ 600 ASCALE(L/M)=ASCAlE(L/M)/ASCALE(L/L)
I De 603 M = l.,K
>_______jf ( L-m ) 601 ■> 603/ 6Q1______________________________________________ ______  
j 601’oe 602 J=LL/KPi
?___ 602_ascale(m, j)=asCale(M# jF-ascalf(l/ j)* ascaTf(M,l‘ ):
I 603 CeNTINuE 
; c   ; C" LAST C6LUMNTK+1 ) 8F" ASCALe "MATRIX CQNTAl'Ns SCALED DELTA VeCTBR 
;_C :_____________________________________________
? DLN0RM=0t000*00
|_______DGPReD = O« OOD*Q0 ______________________
: c 
;oe 7oi i=i/k_________________________________________________________________
; c 
; c CaLCULatIB^i °F UnSCaLeD DELTA VECjBR 
i" C ■ "■ , . "
i_______ DELTA ( I ) =ASCALE ( I / KPj )/BMEuA ( I )________________________________________
; c
;_C_ PUT CORRECTED 5«s INT0 ALPHA_____________________________________
I c 
: ____ IE ( I BC8DE L11LE2,0) G9 TB 700 ___________________________________________
; ALPHA ( I" j =DHAX1 (BMlNt I )#DMIN1 (BmaX( I ),B( I )*DELTA(  I ) ) )
L_C_____________________________________________________ ________________________________ ,______________
{ C CALCULATION OF SqUaRe OF NORM 3F DELTA Vf-CTOR
I_C_ ______________________________________________; 7cc DLN0RM = DLN6RM*T)ELTA(  I ) **2
;_c  __
I C CALCULATION OF PRODUCT OF DELTA.AND UNSCaLeD G VECTORS 
L_c_____________________
! " DGPROD=DGPROD*DELTA(I )*G(I)*OMEGA(I )
;_c _____________ ___________
i C REPLACE DELTA’S wlTH ACTUAL DIFFERENCES USED 
i c



)i 701 DELTA(i)sALPHA(lT-B"('f)* ’" ” -j
■ * C _________ ___________ __ ________________________________ ____ _______ 
?! C COSINE GAMMA = ( DELT A ) (G ) / ( N8Ri1 DELTA)(NaRM G)
u c     __________
► " C9S"GAM = DGPRbD7 "(bsGRf (DLN6RMGN9RM ) )*
xi c' ’ deteRMinaYibn i3f quadrant in'which^amm^ lies
r; c . . ____ ___  
x• JQUAD=1
){ IF (CBSGAH_8Q0/_801#801__________________________________________
)i 800 jQuAD=c

_____ c0SGam=-c9sgam__   _

 
U C
5$ c _ DETERMINATieN_8F^_GAMMA IN_DeGRfeS 
u c 
>! 80_l_ _CQSGAM = DMiNl (C8SGAM, 1 .OOD+OO.) ,______________________

" GAMMA = ARC6S(G0SGaN)*1 «Sob+O2/3*14159265D+OO
U_______IF(dQUAD.GT»1) GAMMA = l_e80D_t02_-GA^M_A
e r); C____FU.\jCyj cN^L eVA I^aT I GN wItH CgRR^-Cy^p gig

)? C" "" - ---
.; 90 0 c A L L FUnC( K,_N , AL fH A ,_Z E TAZ DUMMY], ,pUMMY2) 
u c
s: c__ calculat_L0N_8f ph.1
► sc.
)$XPHI =0 •OOD+OO
>; D3 901 I =1/N
'JQ1 „XP HI = X P HI * < YJ_ I > - z ETA(I))**2  ________________________________
M 02 %CV P*I eetS CRiTERieN qFsuc:eSS  

>; cL?_ ' IF(XPHi,LT«l«00D-30) G9 T0 1^00  
? I c
ij_c____ success CRITERION NQj MEj L 
' * ci*; ____ in INDEX,GT«O) _G0 T9 IQOO J- -___   
>J K0DE=K
’ t __ G0 T9 1404________________________ __  
i| c
I ;__C CHECK IF New PHI Is LESS THAN PREVI9US Phi
i; c
; 1000 IF (XP_H 11 GE 1 PHI J_G0 T0 J300   

:? c
;; C____ EPSIL8N_IEST
I C
i K0DE=O
; D0 1100 I=l/K
; 1100 IF(DA3S(DELTA(I))/(TAU*DABS(ALPHALI  )JJiGT»EPSiLN) K0PE = K6DE + 1
? iF(K8DE»EG»0) G0 TO 1200
; c   _ .

1} C GAMMA - lambda' test
J__C_______  
; IF (FLAM.GT. 1 •OGD + OO*  AND.GAMMA.GT,9»00’5 + 01) K0DE = *1
;    GO TO 1401    
! C
LC _ GAMMA w EPSILON JEST  
$ C . _ .| _12Q0__iFJFLAn GT . 1 -.OOD-tOO ’.AND. GAMMA «_LE . 4.5CD^01 J_K8DE = <-4
? GO TO 1401
; c       
; c ITERATION to FIND a LAMBDA THAT REDUCES PHI
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1300 IF (FLAM.GEt 1 •OOD-tOS) Q8 T0 1301

____  _ITER=ITER + 1 _ ____  .. . 
69 T9 502

__1 3Gi__!<3DE = -l  
68 T9 1500

_C _________ _ 
1400 KODErO

______ IF (INDEX,EG.0)_G9_T8_ 1402 . _   
C _C REPLACE„LA.MBDA_WjTH NEW VALUE    
C

__1.401.,F.LAMDA=FLAM_______________________ i  
C 
C_ ... REPLACE.B'S WITHJMEW VALUES  
c
_ 14Q2 D8 _1403 _ I = 1, _______________________________________  

1403 B(I)=ALPHA(I)
C    
c replace Z’s with new values

...c_____  __________________
1404 D9 1405 J=1,N

.. 1 4 0 5_Z_( 0.). = Z.E.T A_( J.)
C REPLACE_PHI WITH_NeW VALUE  
c 

PHI=XPHI  
c C____ i_NcRE ASE„nEP aT 1621 _c8UNTER  
C 

INDEX=INDEX + 1_ _____   
 

C 
.1500 RETURN  

END



1$SUE3R9UTINE_ PERI V(J/K/M,BB/XX/JTEST/DUMMYlzDUMviY2)  
:? IMPLICIT REAU*8  ( a-H^ 9-Z. )
u_______D .^s 13X BB (_1 o ) , XXI1 Q.QJ > DUMMY.m 00Ji2..CI 00.)_______________
H JTLST=C
>{______ G9 TQ-XI/SjiS) -J - ___
>? 1 03 10 1=1/N
'j  XX( I ) =DEXP(-BB(2)/DU.MMY"i (i ) ) * (DUMiYY? (Il) .
5! 10 CONTINUE
3's RETURN__
) ? 2 09 20 1 = 1/ .\
I?  XX (I ) =-SB(l )*DEXP( 1B3(2)/DJM.MYJ (I) )/DU^MYl ( I )*(DUMMY2(  I ).)**B3(3)
?i 20 C9NTINUE
3 5______ RETURN_____
H 3 09 30 1=1/N
?J XX (I ).= BB (1) *DE.XP1  T_B_B_(2LZD.UMtlYll.IJ.)L«lPUYiKY2 (3) * 
>; 1DL8G(DUMMY2(1))
^l_30  CONTINUE.
3? RETURN
JI______END.

   

   

I ______ SUBR3UTINE FUNC(K/N/A.A#ZZzDU.>1MY1/DUNMY2)_______________
t IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H/9-.Z)
•______ DI NENS19N_AA Cl o ) , ZZJ 1 oc ) /.DUMMYi.Li.00) /.DVM.MY2 (.100) 
; D9 10 I=l/N
i.  ZZ (I ) = AA (1 ) *PEXP  ( -AA f 2 ) ZDUMMY1 (I ) ) * (DU.MMY2 ( I L) **AA  (3 )
; 10 CONTINUE
f RETURN  
i END 

  
II FUNCTI9N .ARC95(X)  
2? IMPLICIT REAL*8( a-’H/9-Z)
3J______ iF ( X»EQ»C.OOP+OO ) _G8._J9_5   
41 jE(DABS(X).GT.l»oOD+00) GB T9 20
5? IF (DABS(X) $NE« 1 •OOD + OO) G9_I9_10  
51 ARC8S=C»000+00
7$______return_________ _____________________________   
8; 5 ARC9S=1•57C7363D+00
31 RETURN
0? 10 ARC9S=DATAN(DS3RT(ltOOD+OO-X*X)/X)
li RETURN  
2; 20 WRITE(6/25) X
3L.25 FORMAT (IHO/.1 ARCQs. ERR3R = ._l/P15.$7.)____  
4; G9 T9 5
5J 1_END :____________________

   
 



INPUT DATA-iRUN N3, 4

  
ReACTINU SUBSTANCE-. CALCIUM eXALATE-MBNSHYDRATE
INERT REFERENCE SUBSTANCE*  ALUMINUM BXIDe

FLUIDIZING GAS-.NITR0GEN   

.... N0«..9F.DATA POINTS ’ 49  . ..
FIRST DATA P8INT USEDtB CALCULATE KINETIC PARAMETERS- 11 
Last DATA P8INT USeD t^ CALCULATE _K I NET IC PARAMETERS-—37 _
FIRST DATA POINT USeDTB CALCULATE CELL- HEAT TRANSFER CSeFFICIeNT- 42

LAST DATA POINT USeD yO CALCULATE CeLL HeAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT- 46

WEIGHT OF INERT REFERENCE- ,400000 01 GRAMS
INITIAL WT« OF REACTANT,500000 00.J3RAMS  
GAS FLOW RATE- ,950000 03 STD CC/MIN
HEATING RATE- ,117000 Q2 DEG C ZMIN
MEAN TEMPERATURE ,140000 03 DEG C
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DATA P9INTS TAKEN F«8M_DTA._CURVE? 
  

 
___________  ____ *00000003 00______  1000000DD..00 ____  *99162500 C2

* 17100000 00 - .53000000*01 ♦ 10116250 03
___ r3^20000D_ 00. *■•87.500000.-01 •10316250 03

*51300000 00 -♦1125003D 00 - .10516250 03
__________ ____  *68400000 00____ __ t« 13750Q0D. 00 _____  *10716250 03

*85500000 00 *••15000000 00 • 10916250 03
*10260000 01 -_il8.75000D 00 __ *11116250 03
*11970000 01 b,21250000 00 ♦11316250 03
*13680000 Ql -• 23.750000 00 *11516250 03_
♦15390000 01 -•26250000 00 •11716250 03 '
-*17100000- .01 -128750000.00 .. . .*11916250 03
•18810000 01 -*33750000  00 ♦12116250 03

_ *20520000 -01 -•38750Q0D 00 .12316250 03
•22230000 01 -♦42500000 00 ♦12516250 03
123940000. 01 -.*487.50000  00 *12716250 .03
•25650000 01 -•53750000 00 *12916250 03
*27360000 -01 ?15875000D .00 *13116250 03
•29070000 01 -•63750000 00 * 13316250 03

___  . _ •30780000--01 -16875000D..00 ♦13516250 03
♦32490000 01 -.75000000 00 ♦13716250 03

. *34200000 01. -•8125000D_0.0 *13916250 03
*35910000 ol -.88750000 00 ♦14116250 03
*37620000 01 -197500000. 00. .*14316250 03
*39330000 01 . -,10875000 01 *14516250 03

_ *41040000 01 - .-• 1175000D..01 *14716250 03
*42750000 01 -•13125000 01 •14916250 03
1.44460000. 01. MJ4875Q3D 01 *15116250 03. . .
*46170000 01 -.16875000 01 ♦15316250 03

__________________*47880000 01____ __-..18875000 .01_ _____..•15516250 03
♦49590000 ol -.21375000 01 *15716250 03
*51300000 .01.. . _ -.22875000. 01 . ... *15916250 03
♦53010000 ol -.24750000 01 * 16116250 03

__________________.«54.720000 -01____ __-* 2625000D_01________ *16316250 03 ___
•56430000 01 -.27375000 01 • 16516250 03

____________ ___ .*58140000 01____ __-.•27.875000. 01 ______ *16716250 03
*59850000 01 -.28250000 01 ♦16916250 03

. . *61560000 01 -*27750030  01 *17116250 03
•63270000 01 -.25125000 01 •17316250 03
•649800QD 01 -L18875Q0D 01_ ♦17516250 03
♦66690000 ol -♦11375000 01 *17716250 03
♦68400000 ol -.71250000 00 ♦17916250 03
•70110000 ol -.48750000 00 • 18116-250 03

__________________ *71820000 01____ __r* 33750000 00.______  *18316250 03
•73530000 01 -♦23750000 00 ♦18516250 03

_______ :__________*75240000 .01____ __-_jil625000D_00________ *18716250. 03____
•76950000 ol -.11250000 00 •18916250 03
•78660000 01 r.50000000-01 * 19116250 03
♦80370000 01 -.12500000-01 ♦ 19316250 0-3

_________________♦82080000

  

01 :______ t00000000_00_ ___  . *19516250 03 _ .



TIME DT . TS AREA DTD

*00000000 00 _____  *00000000.00  _ . . •3723225D 03 . . •OOOOOOOD 00 -♦31067250 00*1710000D 00 '••SOOOOOOD^Ol .37427250 03 -•42750000-02 *•26193960 00
•3420000D 00 . -•8750000D-01 .37623500 03 -•16387500-01 *•17665690 00
•51300000 00 -.11250000 00 .37821000 03 *•33487500-01 -•14619880 00

_ 168*00000 00 ______ ?• 1375Q00D 00________•38018500 03_____ -.54862500-01 ____ ••9746589D’-01
*85500000 00 -.15000000 00 ,38217250 03 -.79800000*01 -.14619880 00♦10260000 01 -.18750000 00 .38413500 03 -•10758750 00 -•19493180 00
•11970000 01 -.21250000 00 ,38611000 03 -.14321250 00 *•14010720 00
♦13680000 01 -.23750000 00 •38808500 03 -♦18026250 00 -•14619880 00•15390000 01 -.26250000 00 •39006000 03 -.22443750 00 -.13401560 00

_•17100000 .01. ______ -.28750000,00________. 39203500 03______ .*•27003750  00_____ . -•21929820 00• 18810000 01 -.33750000 00 •3939850D 03 -•32418750 00 -.31067250 00•20520000 01 -.38750000 00 .39593500 03 -•38546250 00 -•24366470 00
•22230000 01 -.42500000 00 .39789750 03 '■•45600000 OO -•29239770 00

. •23940000 01 -.48750000 00 .39983500 03 -•53223750 00 *•34113060 00
• 25650000 01 -.53750000 00 .40178500 03 -•62201250 00 -•2863060D 00
•27360000 01 -.58750000 00 ♦40373500 03 -•71606250 00 -•29239770 00
•29070000 01 -.63750000 00 •40568500 03 -•82293750 00 -♦28630600 00
•30780000 ol _ -.68750000 00 _._L__ .40763500 03 -•93408750 OQ -•32894740 00
•32490000 ol -.75000000 00 •40957250 03 -•10587750 01 *.36549710 00•34200000 ol -.81250000 00 ♦41151000 03 -•11905870 01 *•39595520 00
•35910000 01 -•88750000 00 / •41343500 03 -•13373620 01 *. 46905460 00•37620000 01 -.97500000 00 ' •41534750 03 -•14948250 01 *•60307020 00

H
00



•3933000D 01 "•10875000 01 .41723500 03 ••16722370 01 -•57261210 00
•41040000 01 "•11750000 01 .41914750 03 ••18653250 01 -•62743660 00
•42750000 01 "•13125000 01 •42101000 03 -.20769370 01 -•92592590 00
•44460000 01 "•14875000 01 .42233500 03 •*23163370  01 -•11147660 01
•46170000 01 "•16875000 01 .42463500 03 -.25870870 01 -•11574070 01
•47880000 01 -•18875000 01 .42643500 03 -.28934620 01 -•13645220 01
•49590000 01 "•21375000 01 •42818500 03 ••32354620 01 -•11756820 01
•51300000 01 ••22875000 01 ♦43003500 03 ••36187870 01 -•95638400 00
•53010000 01 -•24750000 01 •43184750 03 ••40199250 01 -•10233920 01
•54720000 01 *•2625qoqd 01 ♦43369750 03 »•44631000 01 -•77972710 00
•56430000 01 -•27375000 01 .43558500 03 *.49155370 01 -•46296300 00
♦58140000 01 -•27875000 01 .43753500 03 -.53957620 01 -•26803120 00
•59850000 01 -•28250000 01 •43949750 03 -•58681500 01 -•60916180-•01
•61560000 01 -•27750000 01 .44154750 03 "•63569250 01 •77972710 00
•63270000 01 -•25125000 01 .44381000 03 "•68050870 01 ♦26376710 01
•64980000 01 -•18875000 01 ♦44643500 03 "•71955370 01 •43555070 01
•66690000 01 ••11375000 01 •44918500 03 -•74434870 01 •3594Q55D 01
♦68^00000 01 ••71250000 00 .45161000 03 -.76030870 01 •17787520 01
•70110000 01 "♦4875Q00D 00 ♦45383500 03 -.76985620 01 •10233920 01
•71820000 01 -.33750000 00 .45598500 03 -.77740870 01 .70662770 00
•73530000 01 -.23750000 00 .45808500 03 -.78168370 01 ♦49951270 00
•75240000 01 -.16250000 00 •46016000 03 -.78567370 01 •34722220 00
•76950000 01 -.11250000 00 •46221000 03 ••78738370 01 .32894740 00
•78660000 01 -•50000000,■01 •46427250 03 -.78945000 01 .31067250 00
•80370000 01 -♦12500000"■01 •46631000 03 -.78923620 01 •12792400 00
•82080000 01 •00000000 00 .46832250 03 ••79002000 01 • 54824560* -01



DELTAS v«A833W-01

HEAT” QF."REACTfeN- " ”.53918990 04 CAL/GM^MOLE

CELL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT*.   .20631010 61 CAL/MIN DEG C
   

DT (1*A(T)/AT)   (1-A(T>/AT)— DEV

.768720-03

*112500 00 .33369d,’02 ..543730-02 210030-02
*162600 00 .550140-02 ,785380-02 -.235240-02
*237500 00 .105520-01 __ *114790-01 . -.926720-03
♦337500 00 .159630-01 ♦163120-01 -.348580-03
*487500 00__ __ i25523d-0L____ ,23561D-01____ ,196160-02.

RMS DEV =

 
 

120

 
  



N5 9F ITERATISNS F0R CONVERGENCE- 81

z« .74650 11
E« .23070 05
N n .37070 00

. . _ _ . R»TS (N/N0) EXP RATE CALC RATE
_____________•778970.03____ ..951920 QO_____.469900’01____ . 363560-01_______________________________ _ ___ _

•782850 03 .942650 00 .577360-01 ,416780-01
___  ____ *786720  03 .932480 00 .608260-01 __.476930-01

•790620 03 .921740 00 .679280-01 .545360-01
•794470 03 .909070 00 .781950-01 .621150-01
.798350 03 .895290 00 .818740-01 ,706790-01
•802220 03 .880970 00 .8849/0-01 ,802940-01
•806100 03 .865020 00 .945320-01 .910280-01

____ ___ ■___ .80997Q 03 .848540 00 ♦102920 00 __ ,103030 00 __ _
•813820 03 .829730 00 .112600 00 ,116230 00

.. ... .817670 03 .810030 00 ♦121980 00 .130890 00
..821500 03 .787820 00 .135010 00 .146900 00

_____________.825300 03 .763660 00 .152560 00 .164330 00
♦829050 03 .735/70 00 .165330 00 .182920 00
•83285D 03 .707100 00 .179060 00 ,203530 00
•836550 03 .673670 00 .210890 00 ,224770 00

___  .840170 03 •634910 00 .242160 00 ,246410 00
•843750 03 .5909/0 00 .269540 00 ,268200 00

_____________ .84 7330 03 ____ ,542520 00____ .304870 00_ .290160 00
♦850800 03 .487150 00 .327380 00 ,310130 00
♦854480 03 ,431380 QO .335770 00 •331460 00
.858080 03 ,371540 00 .362740 00 ,349520 00
•861760 03 . ,308200 00 .369960 00 ,363930 00
•865510 03 .245490 00 •368890 00 ,373/60 00
•869380 03 .182290 00 .365790 00 .374990 00
♦873280 03 .120680 00 .360530 00 .360450 00
•877350 03 .612270*01 .313570 00 ,315180 GO H

ro
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APPENDIX D
NUMERICAL GENERATION OF FLUID BED DTA CURVES

Equation (^), the basic heat balance, can be vzritten 
in the form

- /MCp\ cL at 4- 7K4 A-r-
d-t- VAtiJ <d.-b C-^nA) (D

Assuming an n th order rate law applies, the rate of dis
appearance of solid reactant is

Equation (D-l) and (D-2) combined give
- E

The moles of reactantremaining is given by Equation (12) 
written in the form

M = No - AT --y A4- (D-lf)

When Equation (D-^) is substituted into Equation (D-3) the
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result is
— E /»L-

Ar = RTsCH= - A-r-f y^J-^ ATto_5
dt 6

Furthermore, the differential temperature, and peak area 
are related by.

(D-6)

Equations(D-5) and (D-6) form a system of simultaneous 
differential.equations which, together with the appropriate 
initial and auxiliary conditions, mustbe solved in order to 
generate theoretical DTA curves. If t=0 is taken as the time 
at which the first observable temperature deflection occurs, 
the initial conditions are simply

AT = D

A linear heating rate is specified by the condition that

Tr - T32o + O-tr

where Tp0 is the reference cell temperature at the initial 
temperature deflection and ©is the constant heating rate. 
Due to non-linearity of the system, exact analytical solution 
of the DTA equations is not possible; however, the equations
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are easily solved numerically. Primarily because of its 
simplicity and known error behavior, a fourth order Runge- 
Kutta integration technique was employed in this study. The 
entire solution procedure was programmed in Fortran IV, and 
a listing of the program follows. The calculated results in
cluded with the*program  listing were obtained using the average 
kinetic parameters obtained from Runs 3, 4 and 5» while the 
heating rate and initial reactant concentration correspond to 
those employed in Run ?•



   
__ 11 IMPLICIT-REALtStA-'H/Q^Z)------------------------------ ±±2---------

2$ DIMENSION Y(2)/F(2)
---3 T-4 0 D-- R E A D -(5 / 5 014- E # 2, A N1 A N 0 # B E T A / G A M M A-----------------------------------

41 READ(5/501) TO/PHl#H,DMAX51-501 FORMAT (5D15.5)  ____________________________________   
6} READ(5,502) IFREQ___7J-502 F6RMAI.(5110)'______________________  
8i WRITE(6/601)---94-601--- F-eRMA-T-l-lHl,5X,-llNPU ‘L-DA-TA M-,/// )-----------------------------------

IO? WRITE(6/6O2) E.Z.AN/ANO,BETA#GAMMA
_41;-602---FORMAT-dOX/ !£=-!,015,5/ • - CAL/M3LE ‘ /// 1 OX# » Z = -i / 015,5/ ' PER-MlNUJEi-

12.1 li/zlOX/’AN? '/D15.5//,10X, •ANO= 1,015,5,• GRAMS »//, 1 OX, । BET A= ’/
—13 ,----- 2015,5/ !—MOLES/DEG Q*  / //10X/!GAmmAs-’/D15,5, ’--mOLES/DEG m IN ’ , // )----

14$ WRITE(6/603) TO/H/DMAX/PHI —454-603-- FORMAT-! 10X,-i-TEMPERATURE-A-T-BEGINNING QF-PEAK=—1,015,5, t-OEGrC i-/----
16$ IZ/IOX/’TIME INCREMENT= ’,015.5,» MIN’//,10X,’MAXI MUM TIME = —174----- 2D15.5,—L-MiN'/Z, 1 OX, 1 HEATING-RATE = -’/015.5, ’-DEG-C/MIN ’ ,///)-------18$ T8=T0+273,16D+00

_4 9 4-------D = C»000D*00 --------------------------—------- --- ----------------—  
20; AN3=AN0/1,46120+02—244------- AN-T= ANO------------------------------------------------------------  
22! T=T9—23;-------del i a x gamma/Beta------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------    
24} DO 10 1=1,2

__25 J Y4 11=0.000 + 00— __ ____ ______  
26{ 10 CONTINUE

__224_______tCeUNXaO____________________________________________________________
28; M=0

__29 ; WR ITE-(6, 604 ) _
•30? 604 FORMAT(1 Hl,12X,’TI ME’,15X,’TR’,15X,lDT’,15X,’TS’,13X#»AREA',9X,
314 1.1 RXI_RATE13X/J.N/N0J , // )
32? 200 CONTINUE
—33;-------TR ?-T s-Y-( 2 >-2-73.160*00 -----------------------------------------------

34; XX=l,987D+00»T—354-------ZZ=E/XX----------------------------------- -------------------------    
36? CQN=ANT/ANO  —374------ DN = ANO*Z/DEXP(ZZ  ) * (CON) **AN ---------- --- -- -- -------------- -------
38? WRITE(6,605) 0/TR,Y(2)>T>Y(1)»ON,CON

—39 i_60 5__ £0 RMAJ.-LZ45 X j.D 12,5 ) 4_________________________________________________
405 300 M=M+1
41; CALL. .RUNGE (M/X/ Y, F, D/H)  
42? IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 15
4 3 ; GO—T 8-17  _______________________
44! 15 T=TO+PHI»D+Y(2)

—4 54-------XX 51,9370+ 00 »-I______________________________________________________
46; ZZ=E/XX

_4 7 ;------- F-Ll) =- YX2 )--------------------------------------- --------- -----------   
48! ANT=AN0-BETA*Y(2)-GAMMA*Y(l )
494 I ELI ANT .LT . 0 • ODTOO L AN TJrO t OD + OO
SO? CON=ANT/ANQ
5.14 E.L24 =1.. .O.O.OD±.0_OZBE.TA*AN3*Z/EXP_LZZ)  *C3N**AN  + DELT A*.Y4  21 
52; GO TO 300
—531—17____M?0__ _______________________________ _

54$ IF(D.GT,DMAX) G8 TO 100
55;I COUNT = I COUNT .+ 1  
56? IFCICOUNT.EG.IFREG) GO TO 20

—5 TV.----- GO—TO—30 0-----------------------------------------------------------
58$ 20 ICOUNT=O
—59 ;------ GO - T 0-200----------------------- ------- ----------------------------

6C; END



--- li—-----SUbRSUT 1 KE-RUNGE (M,K/Y>F#X#H)-------------------------- *- 2-b---- ---  
21 IMPLICIT REAL*8(  A’-H/8-Z)--- 3:------- DI MENS 18N-SAVE-Y45O ) / PHI4 50 > > Y (2 ) 1F ( 2 )------------------------------  
4? G8 T8 (1/2/3/4/5) M   --- 5? 1--- - K = 1------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------
6? G8 TO 15--- 74—2---- 06-30- J = 1 / 2--------------------------------------------------------    
s; SAVEYIJ)=Y(J>

—a;------- ph i-i j > =f-(- j >---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10? Y(l) = SAVEY(0)*0.500D  + 00*H*F( sJ)   -- 114-30--- C8NT INUE-----------------------------------------------------------
12? X=X+.500D+00*H

__13:k= 1__ ___________________________________ _________ ____________________  
14? G8 T9 15

-- 15 !_3---- D 8—40-J=-lv 2------------------------------------------------ =--------
16! PHI (J)?PHI ( J)'*2.00D  + 00*F(  J)

-- 174------ X-U IsS A VE Y4 J) +15 0OD00 *H*F-( J )--------------------------------------  
18? 40 CONTINUE

-- 4 9 ?------- K = 1 —--- -----— . —--------------------------------- ---  
20? G8 T8 15—34 ?-4-----D8-50-U = 1» 2---------------------- ----------------------------------
22? PHI(J)=PHI(J)+2.00D+00*F(J)    —23?---- -- ¥4v)-=SAVE-Y( J)*H* f (J)-------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------

    24? 50 CONTINUE
—25!------ X = X*0«500D*00* h---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

26? K=1
-- 274------- 38—T3-15-----------------------------------------------------------

28? 5 D8 60 U=1j2—294------ Y4U-15SAVEYt J.)*<PHl.(J).+F4J))*H/6.00D4-00 ----------------------------
•30! 60 CONTINUE

__ 311 K = 2 -  
32! 15 CONTINUE

-- 331------ RET URN-------------------------------------------------------------
34! END

 

 

 
   



_ Ils PUT-DATA.;________ _______ _______________________________________L22  

En______.227000-05. CAL/MOLE--------------------------- -----------------    
Z= *178000  12 PER MINUTE
 AN= 1A2000D. .00
ANS? .400000 00 GRAMS
_B ETA= *.l  5.3 0 0 D - .0 3 _M 5 L E S ZD E G _C________________________________________
GAMMA? «.432000-^03 M9LES/DE3 MIN

  
______TEMPERATURE-AT_BEG.lNNlNa.eF_.PEAK=..—e90000D-T)2-DEG C   

TIME INCREMENT® .100000-01 MJN
______MAX I MUM—T J-ME-s------. 150000-0 2-MIN  

HEATING RATE® *902000  01 DEG C/MlN 

 

  
 

  

 
 

 
  



-- ------------TIME— ---------------- TR- -------------or- --- ------------ T5- ----------------AREA— ----- RXT-RATE—--------------- N/NB—

>000000 00 .900000 02 .,000000 00 ,363160 03 .,000000 00 .106110*04 ,100000 01...•400000 00 - .936080 02 •,200190-01 ,366750 03 --•441520*02  - -,144240-04- --•998180 00 -
•80000D 00 •972160 02 335900-01 •370340 03 -•152030-01 ♦194960-04 •995720 00_»12000D .01- -.100820. 03 _473740-01 ,373940 03 — *,313300*01  — -,261880*04 — —•992410 00-
•16000D 01 •104430 03 -.641720-01 ,377530 03 -♦535080*01 ♦349550*04 .987970 00—».200 000-01- -.108040-03- 856990-01 — -.381110- 03- --,832990-01— —, 463540*04 — —•982060-00—
•240000 01 ,111650 03 -.113490 00 ,384690 03 -•122900 00 •610640*04 ,974260 00— •280000 01.. .,115260 03 -,149230 00 - .388270 03 --•175150 00 - _ .798950*04- -•964020 00
*320000 01 ,118860 03 -.194850 00 ,391830 03 2436Q0 00 ♦103790*03 •950670 00—•360000 01. ,122470 03 . -.252580 00 ,395380 03 -,332640 00 - -•133820-03- -♦933390 00 -
*400000 01 ,126080 03 -,324890 00 .398920 03 -,447610 00 •171140*03 •911200 00
—1440000-01— -.129690-03- -*,414450-00 — -.402430 03- —-♦594860-00— —•216940*03 — —•882960-00-•480000 01 •133300 03 -.523910 00 ,405930 03 ,-♦781820 00 •272320*03 •847340 00
V .520000 01 •136900 03 . «,65562o 00 •409410 03 r»101700 01 - ,338090*03- -•80287o 00 -

.560000 01 •140510 03 -,811080 00 ,412860 03 -•130950 01 ,414450*03 •748020 00—.600000 01. .144120 03 - . -.990160 00-- -,416290 03 --.166900 01- -.500500=03- -.681280 00
•64Q0QD 01 ,147730 03 -.118980 01 ,419700 03 -•210440 01 ♦593540*03 •601410 00
—.680000-01— -,151340-03- --,140230 -01 — -.423090-03- -?♦262260-01— —♦687780*03- —♦507760-00—•720000 01 ,154940 03 -.161140 01 .426490 03 -,322580 01 ♦772300*03 •400870 00
— .760000 01 -- .,158550 03 -•,178720 01 ,429920 03 -♦390740 01 - -•826920*03  - -,283490 00-

•800000 01 ,162160 03 -.187250 01 <433450 03 -♦464380 01 ,812380*03 •162510 00
— .840000 01 - -,165770 03 -.174790 01 - .437180 03 • ♦537810 01 - -.638450*03- —♦535880*01  -

♦880000 01 ,169380 03 -.103710 01 ,441500 03 -.596960 01 <000000 00 ♦OOOOOO 00
—.920000-01— -.172980-03- -•,335200-00 — -.445810-03- --♦621820-01- -♦000000-00— —♦000000-00—•960000 01 •176590 03 -.108340 00 ,449640 03 -.629860 01 ♦000000 00 •OOOOOO 00.— •100000 02 _ .,180200 03 350190*01 . ,453320 03 -,632450 01- -•000000 00- -•OOOOOO 00 -

•104000 02 ,183810 03 *,113190-01 ,456960 03 -.633290 01 •oooooo 00 ,000000 00__•108000 02 _ _,187420 03. ..-,365860-02 - _,460570 03 ..1633560 01 — -•000000-00- — •OOOOOO -00-•112000 02 .191020 03 -.118250-02 ,464180 03 -♦633650 01 •oooooo 00 •OOOOOO 00
-- •116000-02— -.194630-03- -•,382230-03 — -.467790 03- --,633680-01— -.000000-00——♦000000-00-•120000 02 ,198240 03 *,123540-03 .471400 03 -.633690 01 ♦OOOOOO 00 ♦OOOOOO 00— •124000 02 _ ..,201850 03. !■, 399320-04 . .475010 03 -,633690 01— -,000000-00- -,000000 00 -•128000 02 ,205460 03 -.129070-04 .478620 03 -,633690 01 •oooooo 00 •OOOOOO 00
__•132000 O2._ .,209060 03 . -,417190-05 . ,482220 03 .-♦633690 -01_ -.000000-00- -•OOOOOO 00 -•136000 02 ,212670 03 -,134840-05 ,485830 Q3 -♦633690 01 •OOOOOO 00 •OOOOOO 00__ ♦140000-.02— 216280-03- 435850-06 — -.489440 03.. 633690-01 — -•000000-00- -•000000-00-•144000 02 ,219890 03 -.140880-06 .493050 03 -.633690 01 •OOOOOO 00 •OOOOOO 00.143000 02._ ,223500 03 -.455350-07 ,496660 Q3 -•633690 01_ -•OOOOOO.00- -•OOOOOO 00
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